City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
June 2021 Commission Regular Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, June 1, 2021, 7:30 – 9:30 am
Zoom™ Meeting
The Transportation Commission will be conducting its regular meeting, virtually, beginning at 7:30 AM.
You can view the agenda for the Transportation Commission Meeting
here: http://www.cogs.us/AgendaCenter/transportation-commission-15
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85682780270
Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +13462487799,,85682780270# or +16699006833,,85682780270#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 929 205
6099 or +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 856 8278 0270
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kJtl6mtY5
I.

Call to Order.

II.

Approval of the May 4, 2021 Meeting Minutes. (5 min.)

III.

Discussion re: Staff Request to move August meeting. (5 min.)

IV.

Staff Report – Review of the Parking Memo from the MOVE Study and update on Managed
Parking. (JO and LD) (15 min.)

V.

Staff Report – Update re: Developing Transportation Demand Management Planning /
Program Issues. (LD) (20 min.).

VI.

Sub-Committee Reports and Action Items. (40 min.)
A. Transit Sub-Committee. Report and recommendations (RG, JS and RT)

Presentation of Ride Glenwood Springs Coordination Recommendation.
Discussion of written response from RFTA to the Commission’s Written Questions and next steps.
Presentation / Overview of Census Data re: commuting information.
B.

Bike / Ped Sub-Committee. Report and recommendations (SS)
Presentation of Capital Projects Recommendations.

C.

Parking Sub-Committee. Report and recommendations (RT & RG)
Presentation of Managed Parking Program Recommendations.

VII.

New Business – Discussion Items. (RG) (30 min.)
• Long Range Transportation Plan Priority / Progress Review and Recommendations (RG)

VIII.

Agenda Planning for Next Meeting. (5 min.)

City of Glenwood Springs, Transportation Commission
DRAFT Minutes, regular meeting – May 4, 2021
The meeting convened at 7:30am and adjourned at 9:50am.

Participants included:
Commission members – Rob Gavrell, Sandy Lowell, Steve Smith, John
Stephens, Ralph Trapani
City council members – Shelley Kaup, Indrid Wussow
Ciry staff – Linda DuPriest, Debra Figueroa, Matt Langhorst, Jenn Ooton, Sara
Weigel
Guests Trish Kramer, Jason Smith
Minutes
Minutes for April 6, 2021 meeting were approved unanimously.
Election of officers
Ralph Trapani was unanimously elected vice-chair.
Steve Smith was unanimously elected secretary.

MOVE study
Linda reported that consultants’ report and recommendations have been
delivered; she is reviewing details and will meet with RFTA staff and consultants on
May 6.
Among topics being reviewed and to be discussed are:
• Parking – Meanwhile, city co-hosted April 20 public meetings to
discuss parking management (paid parking) with downtown business and building
owners. Jenn reported that participants appeared to be more open to managed/paid
parking than previously.
• Transit – Linda reported that recommendations relating to local
transit service and connections also will be discussed at her May 6 meeting with
MOVE consultants.
Jenn reported that the refined MOVE report and recommendations will be
delivered to city council in June (June 3 meeting?). That schedule prompted
extensive discussion of Transportation Commission’s role in reviewing such
documents and policy recommendations, and the timing of the commission’s
involvement.
Debra noted that a) documents/reports will not be provided to the
commission while in draft form and b) city staff will attend only regular commission
meetings (not available for documents discussion in commission sub-committees
e.g.).
Commissioners responded that such limitations appear to relegate the
commission’s review to documents already on in final form, thus eliminating
opportunity to advise in a timely way.

Ingrid posited that the commission should review documents at some stage
beyond draft but before final, and before final delivery to city council. Debra
concurred that delivery to city council can be delayed/adjusted to create a window
for commission review and recommendations.
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Conclusions/next steps
• Linda will review report and meet with consultants
• Staff will arrange review and delivery schedule to allow opportunity for
commission to review and comment
• Delivery of MOVE report to city council anticipated in June

Transportation demand management
Linda reported the city prepared a TDM plan in 2000, including components
similar to those presented from her recent research on structure and governance for
a TDM program.
The 2000 report included specific intentions, and some measures were
initially implemented and later discontinued. Linda is investigating that history.
Linda’s next steps include identifying list of outreach targets/stakeholders,
both within Glenwood Springs and regionally; her first outreach consultation with
city public information officer will be May 11.
Rob noted that outreach list used for Grand Avenue bridge reconstruction
constitutes a good initial list for TDM outreach.
Sandy commented that a successful TDM program needs specified staff
leadership. Ralph reported CDOT involvement in the 2000 TDM plan and concurred
that loss of city staff leadership caused loss of momentum.
Ralph also observed that general commuter patterns have shifted since 2000
(Glenwood Springs imports more workers now e.g.), and that those shifts need to be
incorporated in updated TDM effort. Jenn concurred, separately noting increased
commuting from Eagle County.
John reminded that the State of Colorado also has produced TDM guides,
which may be useful to city’s effort.
Ralph reminded that TDM has environmental/climate implications, in
addition to addressing congestion and infrastructure. Clean Energy Economy for the
Region (CLEER) is developing model plan for de-carbonizing transportation; this
should be incorporated into city’s efforts.
Shelley noted that new State of Colorado climate/greenhouse gas rules are
anticipated. Active city TDM program may prove useful in respond to and complying
with those rules.
Conclusions/next steps
• Linda will further review 2000 TDM plan to decipher opportunities and
shortcomings
• Linda and PIO will craft list of outreach targets for developing updated plan
• Commissioners will collect additional information and suggest sources to
inform TDM momentum

RFTA transit scheduling updates
Linda reported that scheduling will be part of May 6 MOVE meeting.
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Transportation grants pending
Jenn reported that the city is actively pursuing two grants:
• CDOT grant of $150,000 to improve bicycle-pedestrian bridge
connection at Two Rivers Park (‘tween ped bridge and Devereux bridge; not
northward connection to Highway 6&24) – 90% design is completed, with total cost
estimated $900,000. This project includes cooperative investment from Glenwood
Adventure Park (for Centennial Street).
• CDOT and other state grants for 6th Street reconstruction – Master
plan completed; DDA seeking design contractor (RFP closes ~May 7). City has
reserved ~$2 of A&I funds for 6th Street construction.
John reminded that Transportation Commission had submitted
recommendations for refining the 6th Street master plan (noted in current capital
projects ranking list); Steve to re-deliver list of recommendations to Jenn.
CDOT grant already received will be used for directional signs translation,
and for flagstone/pavers repair and improved bicycle racks on downtown wings.
Larger CDOT grants are available for identified hazard/safety locations;
crash/injury data is required (and often lacking).

Conclusions/next steps
• Steve deliver 6th Street refinement recommendations to Jenn
(• Grant opportunities further discussed under “Transportation Priority List”
topic below)

Data collection
Several participants acknowledged the importance of updated
travel/commuter/hazard data as component transportation planning and design.
Linda reported that she is pursuing improved data in context of TDM,
including information from the emerging MOVE report.
John noted that latest RFTA origin/destination data is from 2014 and was
incomplete then.
Jenn noted that emerging 2020 U.S. Census data shows shifts in local travel
patterns; she will send internet link to that information and related presentation.
Conclusions/next steps
• Improved travel data needed for multiple purposes
• Jenn will send link to U.S. Census information

Transit Subcommittee
The subcommittee has discussed potential for north-side/downtown
shopper/tourist shuttle.
Linda is conferring with Chamber Resort Association and Downtown
Development Authority on opportunities for and feasibility of improved visitor
transport. MOVE report will also inform that discussion.
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Ralph noted successful tourist shuttle operations in North Carolina, Utah, and
Colorado as possible models.
Rob reported problem of temporary loss of RFTA transit stop during current
reconstruction of South Blake Avenue.
John advocated for deliberate emergency-access plans for neighborhoods
facing possible hazards.
Debra reminded that city is hiring new deputy fire chief, whose duties will
include emergency planning. Ingrid reminded that details of emergency planning
probably are not appropriate topic for Transportation Commission involvement.

Transportation Priority Lists
Participants confirmed importance of annual review and revision of large
and small transportation capital improvements lists, starting with Transportation
Commission review and recommendations.
Updated lists serve as component of annual city budgeting process,
beginning at staff level in June, at city council in July. Commission recommendations
should be delivered in June.
Steve presented contextual excerpts from the city’s Long Range
Transportation Plan 2015-2035, including:
• Annual review is to address possible updates to full plan, in addition
to capital projects lists
• Plan includes several goal and purpose statements that comport
with current Transportation Commission initiatives (TDM, network continuity,
multi-modal emphasis, and practical criteria for prioritizing projects and programs)
• Plan includes section on “programs” (page 1-4) intended to address
transportation continuity and safety in manner other than construction. This section
may be appropriate home for proposed TDM and for parking management
Steve reported Bicycle-Pedestrian Subcommittee’s recommendation to
create addition categories for infrastructure projects:
• Smaller capital projects ($50,000 threshold?)
• Repair/maintenance/SWAT improvements, integrated into annual
and daily city staff work plans
Commissioners and staff agreed that the new categories will be helpful.
Identifying smaller projects (rather than lumping as <$1 million projects) may help
in securing grants or in using existing city funds to complete.
Meanwhile, public works has expressed openness to a periodically updated,
prioritized list of maintenance and repair projects.
Conclusions/next steps
• Commission will review and update recommendations on small and large
capital projects ranking, possibly including projects not on current lists (June
meeting, individual draft lists coordinated by Rob meanwhile)
• Commission will present recommendations for smaller capital projects and
for repair/maintenance tasks (June meeting)
• Commission will consider recommending updates to other components of
the long range transportation plan, including TDM and parking programs

• Steve will resend current list of repair/maintenance recommendations

Next agenda
• Transportation capital projects ranking (all)
• Long range transportation plan updates (all)
• Data and other information from U.S. Census (John, Rob, Jenn)
• TDM continuing momentum (all)
• MOVE report and commission review (Linda, all)
• Transportation Commission as review agency (Rob, Jenn)
• Project updates – South Midland; 27th underpasses; South Bridge;
Blake/gate (staff)
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Memorandum
Date:

April 30, 2021

To:

Emily Kushto, Parsons
David Johnson, RFTA

Terri Partch, City of Glenwood Springs
From:
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MOVE Grand Avenue – Parking Analysis & Findings UPDATED
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Overview and Purpose
The City of Glenwood Springs and the Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) are jointly
leading the Multimodal Options for a Vibrant Economy (MOVE) Grand Avenue project to explore
alternatives for extending the existing VelociRFTA bus rapid transit (BRT) into downtown Glenwood
Springs and to the West Glenwood Park & Ride. An important aspect of this project includes
evaluation and recommendations for improving parking and curb space management both
downtown and at the RFTA Park & Rides.
This memo provides a summary of existing on-street parking and off-street public parking
conditions in downtown Glenwood Springs and at the two RFTA Park & Rides in Glenwood Springs.
This memo also summarizes existing and future parking and curb space opportunities and
recommendations. Future conditions recommendations consider alternatives explored for
extending BRT downtown. Parking and curb space management strategies in downtown Glenwood
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Springs focus on existing supply, demand, access, and management issues from the relatively dense
mix of uses downtown, as well as potential new considerations as part of extending BRT downtown.
Recommendations are also included to improve access to the BRT under existing and future
conditions.
Determining existing on-street parking conditions occurred in two main stages: taking inventory of
curb space and off-street parking supply and then collecting parking utilization data. Existing curb
space restrictions and parking management strategies (time limits, etc.) were used to classify the
curb space. Ownership and user restrictions were used to classify the off-street lots. Parking
utilization was observed and documented during multiple study periods in the winter of 2020. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, other data sources were used to estimate parking demand in the
summer.

Background
Previous Plans
Below is a summary of previously completed parking and curb space plans relevant to the study
area:
•

Downtown Parking Study (2013) – The last detailed parking study in downtown
Glenwood Springs was conducted in 2013. This study was completed prior to the
construction of the City Parking Garage (at 9th Street/Cooper Avenue) and the Grand
Avenue Bridge project. The study area included the downtown core north of 11th Street
and south of 5th Street and utilization was measured on a single Thursday in August at 9
AM and 1 PM. The study concluded that while some blocks downtown have parking
shortages at times, parking was always available within a block or two and with the
construction of the City Parking Garage, no new parking would be needed in the shortterm. The study also concluded that paid parking was not necessary in the short-term, but
should be considered long-term as parking demand increased.

•

RFTA 27th Street Pedestrian Crossing (2019) – This analysis evaluated pedestrian
crossings options across SH 82 to connect the Rio Grande Trail with the 27th Street South
Glenwood Station. This study also included an analysis of potential parcels and designs to
expand the Park & Ride. The analysis assumed a need for between 65 and 95 additional
parking spacing and provided opportunities, constraints, design considerations, and
potential design concepts for several parcels.
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Parking Enforcement
On February 28, 2020 a meeting was held with members of the project consultant team, City of
Glenwood Springs staff, and parking enforcement officers in Glenwood Springs. The purpose of the
meeting was to discuss current parking enforcement practices, as well as to identify existing parking
and curb spaces issues, challenges, and potential solutions for downtown Glenwood Springs.
Current enforcement practices and key challenges identified from that meeting are summarized
here:
•

Parking regulations downtown are enforced by a single enforcement officer on foot who
patrols the area bound by 7th Street, 10th Street, Blake Avenue and Pitkin Avenue between
9 AM and 6 PM Monday through Friday, with occasional patrols on 6th Street.

•

Chalk is used to track time parked and paper tickets are issued when needed.

•

The City is currently exploring license plate readers and paid parking as a more effective
and efficient management and enforcement tool.

•

The most common violations are for time restrictions, vehicles illegally parked in the alley,
and vehicles parked in safety zones (marked by yellow paint on the curb for driveways,
sight lines, crosswalks, fire hydrants, etc.).

•

Most parking violations result in a $20 ticket.

•

Officers issue about 15-20 tickets per day in the winter and 30-40 tickets per day in the
summer.

•

Violations generate about $40,000 per year but cost the City about $50,000 per year to
enforce.

•

The maximum a car is allowed to park on street in unrestricted spaces is 72 hours, which
is enforced in public off-street lots and in the unrestricted parking spaces.

•

The 7th & Colorado lot is signed for 4-hour parking, but is not currently enforced as
negotiations that allow some downtown residents and County employees to park longer
are currently ongoing.

Some potential ideas for improving the parking management and enforcement downtown that
were discussed include:
•

Weekend enforcement

•

Paid parking

•

More frequent striping of curb/adopting standard practice for color designations

•

Use of license plate readers for enforcement

•

Development a truck delivery plan

•

Increase fines
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Residential Parking Permit Program
The City of Glenwood Springs has a residential parking permit program that allows residents
downtown to park in 2-hour time restricted parking spaces for up to 72 hours. The exceptions
include 7th Street and the 700 Block of Cooper Avenue. The program is managed by the police
department. Residents that live between 7th Street, 10th Street, Blake Avenue, and Pitkin Avenue can
apply for up to two permits per unit, good for the length of their lease or up to one year before
needing renewal. Demand for the program sometimes exceeds the allowed number of permits per
unit.

27th Street Park & Ride
The RFTA-owned 27th Street Park & Ride is known to be at capacity on most days and parking
occupancy data was collected in the Park & Ride lot and some surrounding locations where transit
users are suspected to be parking. Conversations with RFTA staff also revealed additional
background information regarding regulations and other existing issues currently observed at the
station that were considered as part of recommendations for parking management. Anecdotal
background information provided by RFTA staff includes the following:
•

The 27th Street Park & Ride is observed to fill up early and it is suspected that many
people who would ride the bus from Glenwood Springs end up driving due to the lack of
sufficient parking.

•

While RFTA signs the Park & Ride for the exclusive use of RFTA transit riders and Rio
Grande Trail users, and prohibits storing vehicles or using lots for ridesharing, RFTA has
virtually no parking enforcement program and few funds are directed at parking
enforcement.

•

The residents of the surrounding neighborhood sometimes store extra vehicles in the 27th
Street Park & Ride.

•

Epic Mountain Express, which provides shuttle service to Denver and other mountain
communities, will sometimes direct its customers to park in the 27th Street Park & Ride.

•

Other businesses also use the parking lot as a ride share lot.

•

Without adequate parking management, the planned residential development adjacent
to the 27th Street Park & Ride could increase use of the lot by non-transit users.

•

Based on anecdotal observations, most other Park & Ride lots along SH 82 generally fill
to capacity during the summer and winter season with the exception of the back parking
lot at the Basalt Park & Ride.
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•

The Carbondale Park & Ride acts as a trail head for the Rio Grande trail and is also
anecdotally observed to fill to capacity almost every morning during the winter season
and almost to capacity during the summer season.
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Methodology
Study Area
Parking and curb space inventory and utilization were collected for two areas in Glenwood Springs
as part of this analysis. These are mapped in the Parking Inventory maps attached to this memo
and are described here:
•

Downtown Glenwood Springs. The study area includes on-street parking in downtown
Glenwood Springs bound by 6th Street, 14th Street, Pitkin Avenue, and Blake Avenue. It
also includes on-street parking along 8th Street between Pitkin Avenue and Defiance
Avenue as well as 7th Street between Blake Avenue and Bennett Avenue.
Six off-street public parking facilities downtown were also included:
•

City Parking Garage (at 9th Street/Cooper Avenue)

•

Cooper Avenue lot (on Cooper Avenue between 8th Street and 9th Street)

•

7th & Colorado lot (at the SE corner of 7th Street/Colorado Avenue)

•

7th Street lot (on 7th Street at the Confluence)

•

Colorado Mountain College Garage (at 8th Street/Cooper Avenue) – public
parking on evenings after 6 PM and weekends only

•

Garfield County lot (at the SW corner of 7th Street/Colorado Avenue) – public
parking on evenings after 6 PM and weekends only

•

RFTA Park & Rides. There are two Park & Rides in Glenwood Springs that are used to
access bus service. These were both included in the analysis as described below:
•

27th Street South Glenwood Station – The RFTA-owned Park & Ride located at the
southwest corner of 27th Street and Blake Avenue in south Glenwood Springs is
the primary access point to the VelociRFTA BRT. In addition to the Park & Ride,
parking supply and utilization data was collected at two off-street parking lots
and two on-street street segments nearby that may experience spillover parking
due to limited capacity at the Park & Ride:
• On-street: Blake Avenue between 26th Street and 27th Street
• On-street: 26th Street between Blake Avenue and Palmer Avenue
• Off-street: Walmart north parking lot
• Off-street: Walmart employee parking lot (which is also the designated
RFTA overflow lot)
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•

West Glenwood Park & Ride – This Park & Ride is located near the intersection of
Wulfsohn Road and Midland Avenue and provides access to RFTA Local Valley
buses to/from Aspen, select BRT runs, the Hogback route (to/from Rifle/Silt/New
Castle) and the Bustang West Line (operated by CDOT between Grand Junction
and Denver).

Curb Space and Parking Lot Inventory
Curb space is defined as any place along the curb designated for parking or loading activity. Existing
parking inventory maps of the study area and Google Maps Street View provided the basis for
understanding curb space designations in the study area. Data collected from these methods was
field verified to determine a classification for each segment of curb space and off-street parking
facility in the study area. Field verification was completed on February 28, 2020 and the classification
of each parking space, including the presence of ADA accessible parking spots, was cataloged
according to the February 28, 2020 observations.
Each curb face was drawn by segment in GIS using aerial imagery as a guide. Segments were coded
according to each curb space classification and separated when curb space designation changed,
or is broken within a block by an alley or intersection. The number of available parking or loading
spaces per segment was determined by dividing the segment length by 20 feet and rounding down.
Twenty feet is a standard on-street parking space length in most urban contexts.
Off-street parking lots and garages were demarcated by a polygon on the maps and the number
of parking spaces was inventoried based on the number of striped parking spaces.
Parking Classification
Curb space in the study area is classified into 12 different management types, which are further
differentiated by three different physical parking arrangements: parallel, diagonal, and
perpendicular.
The 12 curb space classifications observed in the study area and mapped in the Parking Inventory
Maps include:
•

15-Minute Parking

•

30-Minute Parking 9AM – 6PM

•

2-Hour Parking 9 AM – 6 PM

•

2-Hour Parking 8 AM – 10 PM

•

2-Hour Parking

•

Bus Stop
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•

Disability Reserved Parking

•

10-Minute Loading

•

Loading Only

•

Pick Up & Drop Off Only

•

No Parking

•

Unrestricted Parking

Off-street parking facilities included in the analysis were categorized into four different types:
•

Public

•

Private

•

Transit

•

Shared

The following are a few high-level observations regarding the classification maps:

Downtown Glenwood Springs
•

Two-hour parking is generally limited to the area bound by 6th Street, 10th Street, Pitkin
Avenue, and Blake Avenue.

•

The only location where two-hour time restrictions are from 8 AM – 10 PM occur on the
north side of 7th Street between Cooper Avenue and Grand Avenue; all other locations are
signed for 9 AM – 6 PM or have no time designation.

•

The 700 block of Cooper Avenue includes a center parking lane, a portion of which is signed
for parking and a portion of which is signed for truck loading. No parking is allowed in the
center lane from 12 AM to 7 AM for snow removal. Note: the center parking lane was
removed in the summer of 2020.

•

Of the 54 spaces at the 7th Street lot, 18 are reserved for County vehicles, leaving 36 spaces
available for public use.

•

The actual capacity of some of the off-street lots during winter observations was less than
the capacity during the summer as several spaces were being used for snow storage (see
Table 1)

Park & Rides
•

About 17 of 94 spaces in the West Glenwood Park & Ride are signed as Bustang-Only
parking.

•

The designated overflow lot for the 27th Street Park & Ride is about 1,500 feet south of the
station (over a quarter mile away) and to access the overflow lot from the Park & Ride
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requires drivers to detour onto SH 82 because there is a gate blocking vehicle movement
along Blake Avenue south of the 27th Street South Glenwood Station.
•

The Walmart North parking lot is not a designated parking facility for transit users, but
was included in the analysis as it is only about 400 feet from the 27th Street South
Glenwood Station.

Table 1 includes a summary of observations and restrictions for the ten off-street parking lots
included in the analysis.

Table 1. Off-Street Parking Lots Included in Analysis
Name

Type

Parking Spaces

Time Restrictions

City Parking
Garage
Cooper Avenue
Lot
7th & Colorado
Lot

Public

72-hours

7th Street Lot

Public

CMC Garage

Shared

County Lot

Shared

148 Total:
• 5 Disability
42 Total:
• 4 Disability
62 Total:
• 3 Disability
• 3 Snow Storage
54 Total:
• 2 Snow Storage
• 18 County-Only
65 Total:
• 3 Disability
39 Total

West Glenwood
Park & Ride

Transit

27th Street Park
& Ride - South
Glenwood
Station
North Walmart
Lot

Transit

Walmart
Employee Lot/
RFTA Overflow
Lot

Shared

Public
Public

Private

94 Total:
• 4 Disability
• 2 Snow Storage
• 17 Bustang-Only
50 Total:
• 2 Disability
203 Total:
• 4 Disability
• 27 Snow Storage
113 Total:
• 10 Snow Storage

72-hours
4-hours (some
exceptions)
24-hours (exceptions
for Amtrak patrons)
Evenings after 6 PM
& Weekends Only
Evenings after 6 PM
& Weekends Only
Not specified

Other
Observations

Time restrictions
not signed
Time restrictions
not signed

18 spaces signed
for County-only
parking

17 spaces signed
for Bustang-only
parking

Not specified

No overnight
parking
Not specified

6-10 Spaces used
for taxi parking

700 Block Cooper Avenue
The City recently restriped the parking arrangement on Cooper Avenue between 7th Street and 8th
Street by converting diagonal parking that was previously on the east side to parallel parking and
adding a center lane for parking and truck loading. The motivation for the change was to create a
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designated space for truck loading in the heart of the restaurant area of downtown. Because of
concern over the loss of on-street parking, part of the center lane allows for parking, but is a
challenge to properly sign and enforce. The loading zone has helped mitigate trucks from blocking
travel lanes, but there is often more trucks loading than designated space and trucks sometimes
load when parking demand is highest (such as the late afternoon), resulting in additional challenges.

Center parking/loading lane in the 700 Block of Cooper Avenue

Parking Utilization Study Periods
Parking utilization data was collected by driving each roadway and parking lot in the study area
with a dashboard video camera during the study hours. Data collected from the field observation
video recordings was entered into the GIS inventory.
Parking utilization data was collected to capture typical peak demand at the RFTA Park & Rides and
downtown Glenwood Springs at different times of day and time of year. The study periods were
identified based on conversations with staff at RFTA and the City of Glenwood Springs as well as
based on BRT ridership data, traffic counts, and Glenwood Springs’ sales and lodging tax data to
understand peak demand. Data shows that activity in Glenwood Springs is highest in the summer
months, peaking in July, and BRT ridership is highest in the winter and summer, with slightly higher
ridership in the winter months.
Conversations with the project team revealed that the 27th Street Park & Ride does not have enough
parking capacity to meet weekday demand in the winter and typically fills up sometime between 6
AM and 8 AM. Additionally parking demand in downtown Glenwood Springs is driven by a
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combination of residents, employees, and visitors. Resident demand is likely highest in the evening
and overnight, employee parking demand is highest during weekday business hours, and visitor
demand is likely highest during the day and evening, peaking on Friday night and weekends.
Conversations with the parking enforcement officers also revealed anecdotally that parking
demand in downtown Glenwood Springs tends to be highest between 9 AM and 2 PM due to
business activity and the lunch scene and between 4 PM and 7 PM due to the bar and restaurant
scene. In addition, Tuesday and Friday are typically the highest demand days. Tuesday demand is
from jury duty and Friday is likely from an influx of visitors and high restaurant activity.
Two rounds of parking utilization data will be collected as part of this study, one in the winter and
one in the summer. The winter data collection period is intended to capture peak demand for RFTA
bus service and the summer collection period is intended to capture peak demand for parking in
downtown Glenwood Springs. The original plan was to collect data at all locations in the winter and
summer. However, do due the significant change in travel patterns and parking demand caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic, other data sources were used to estimate historic parking demand in the
summer of 2019. These are explained in detail in the Summer Parking Data Findings section at the
end of this memo.
Two days were selected to capture peak demand in the winter:
•

A mid-week weekday (Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) - to capture peak commuting
patterns both downtown and at the Park & Rides.

•

A Friday - to capture peak afternoon and evening demand for restaurants, hotels, and
other visitor/recreational activity in downtown Glenwood Springs.

Winter parking utilization data was collected on Thursday, February 27, 2020 and Friday, February
28, 2020. On each of these days, four study periods were collected to measure parking demand at
different times of the day, plus an additional study period just at the 27th Street Park & Ride (and
surrounding areas):
•

5 AM – To isolate residential parking demand.

•

7 AM – Around the 27th Street South Glenwood Station only to measure parking demand
during the morning commute.

•

9 AM – To capture demand after the morning commute.

•

4 PM – To capture overlap between employee and visitor/recreational demand
downtown.

•

7 PM – To capture evening demand associated with restaurants and other recreational
activities.
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Parking Occupancy
Parking occupancy for each parking curb space segment or off-street lot was determined by
comparing the number of observed parked vehicles to the number of available spaces. In the
accompanying maps, parking occupancy is shown as a percentage range for each study period,
symbolized by different colors. Parking occupancy are organized into the following percentage
ranges, each with different implications for managing demand and planning future BRT alternatives:
•

0% - 20% - Parking is very underutilized compared to capacity

•

21% - 40% - Parking is underutilized compared to capacity

•

41% - 60% - Parking is moderately used, but with plenty of excess capacity

•

61% - 85% - Parking is well used, but with enough capacity that unoccupied spaces can
still be found with relative ease

•

85% - 99% - Parking is near capacity and it may be difficult to find available parking

•

100%+ - Parking utilization is at (or may be) exceeding capacity

In some instances, a segment or lot may have more vehicles parked than the total capacity indicates
is possible. This would be due to closely spaced cars parked on-street or cars parked illegally. The
following methodologies should also be noted when reviewing the parking occupancy maps and
data:
•

Parking occupancy is measured per block face unless there is a change in the parking
restrictions mid-block (for example, where part of the block includes unrestricted parking
and part includes time-restricted parking).

•

Disability parking occupancy was collected but was excluded from the denominator
when calculating the percentages shown in the maps. For example, if a parking lot has 60
spaces and three are designated as disability parking, the occupancy rate was measured
as the total occupied spaces excluding disability parking divided by 57 total spaces. This
methodology better reflects general parking occupancy rates as disability parking
demand is based on a different set of parameters and legal requirements.

•

Parking spaces that were being used for snow storage during the winter collection
period were excluded from the denominator when calculating the percentages shown in
the maps.

•

Parking occupancy data for the County lot and CMC Garage was only collected during
the 7 PM time period as these lots were not available for public use during the other
time periods.
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Bicycle Parking at Park & Rides
An additional analysis conducted in the winter included taking an inventory of bicycle parking
available at the two RFTA Park & Rides in Glenwood Springs and observing occupancy during the
same study periods as the motor vehicle parking.

Summer Data Methodology
Parking occupancy data was originally to be collected on the same days of the week and during
the same times in the summer as it was collected in the winter along with a Saturday count when
visitor activity in Glenwood Springs is high. Due to the impact to normal travel patterns caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic in the summer of 2020, summer parking demand was instead estimated
using alternative data sources. These include Big Data provided by StreetLight as well as satellite
imagery data from the summer of 2019. The methodology for collecting, analyzing, and applying
summer data, as well as findings and implications to recommendations are summarized here.
Two data sources were used to estimate public parking demand in Downtown Glenwood Springs
during the summer of 2019:
•

Big Data provided by StreetLight

•

Satellite imagery

Summer parking data was only collected for the downtown area and not the two RFTA Park & Rides
in Glenwood Springs. This is because more reliable data was collected at the two Park & Rides in
the winter when transit parking demand is highest, while demand for parking in downtown is higher
in the summer. Thus, summer data was prioritized in the downtown area. It should also be noted
that while the methodology summarized here provided useful information to inform parking
strategies downtown, the data is not as robust as the winter data when field observations could be
accurately conducted on a block-by-block basis during multiple times of day.

StreetLight Data
StreetLight Data is a “Big Data” provider that uses anonymous cellphone data to compile person trip
counts between predefined geographic zones. Trips are recorded by mobile device tracking
technology in smartphones which is enabled when a user has a location-based services application
turned on. A trip is considered to end when the cellphone is stationary for at least five consecutive
minutes. Trips by all modes of transportation are recorded, including people driving, riding in a car,
walking, bicycling, riding a bus, or traveling by other means.
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In terms of sample size, StreetLight data resources includes about 33% of all mobile devices in the
United States. Given the variability of when a device’s location-based application is engaged, on a
given day StreetLight captures between 1% and 5% of all trips. However, data is compiled by hour
of day and day of the week and averaged over the course of at least a calendar month to ensure the
sample size is large enough to have a high confidence level. Lastly, trip data provided by StreetLight
represents an estimate of total trips, based on the sample size captured.

Figure 1. StreetLight Data Zones Downtown

To estimate parking demand in the summer of 2019, the downtown area of Glenwood Springs was
divided into ten zones as mapped in Figure 1. Activity-based data was collected from StreetLight in
July 2019 and February 2020. Activity-based data represents the number of trips that begin or end
in a given location and is a good proxy for estimating parking demand. July data was used as a
representative of peak parking demand in the summer as July consistently records the highest
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lodging tax of any month of the year in Glenwood Springs. February 2020 was collected from
StreetLight as that was when parking data was collected in the field and can be compared with July
2019 data to estimate the relative change in parking demand as compared to winter. The number of
trip-ends in July 2019 was compared against the number of trip-ends in February 2020 on different
days of the week and different times of day to estimate parking demand in different parts of
downtown in July 2019 relative to February 2020.

Satellite Imagery
Satellite imagery of downtown Glenwood Springs from the summer of 2019 was provided by a RS
Metrics, a data analytics firm. RS Metrics combed their historic satellite imagery database in the
months of June, July, and August 2019 and found two images of Downtown Glenwood Springs on
the following dates and times:
•

Friday, August 8, 2019 at 12 PM

•

Thursday, August 15, 2019 at 5:30 PM

Vehicle parking and curbspace occupancy was analyzed in these two images from the summer of
2019 on downtown streets. Not all on-street parking occupancy was visible from the satellite
imagery due to street trees on some blocks. However, curbspace occupancy on the blocks that were
visible were mapped and are included in the attached maps (Figure 21 and Figure 22). Additionally,
parking occupancy of the four public lots in downtown were visible in the satellite imagery and
were also mapped, with the exception of the lower level of the City Parking Garage.
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Key Findings
A number of key takeaways from the existing parking conditions analysis from the winter are
outlined below and organized by each of the three study areas. Findings of the bicycle parking
analysis and more in-depth analysis of parking demand at 27th Street South Glenwood Station from
other data sources are also provided in this section.

27th Street South Glenwood Station
•

The Park & Ride lot was about 40 percent occupied at 5 AM on both Thursday and Friday
and it was clear that 8-12 cars had been parked overnight (this was evident by the fact
that some cars were covered in frost at 5 AM or because the same cars were parked in
the same location at 7 PM Thursday and 5 AM Friday).

•

The Park & Ride lot was full by 7 AM on Thursday and nearly full by 7 AM Friday. In the
brief time that parking utilization was observed at this lot at 7 AM Thursday and 9 AM
Friday, several cars were observed entering and exiting the lot upon finding it full.

•

Some transit riders appear to park along Blake Avenue north of 27th Street and along 26th
Street between Blake Avenue and Palmer Avenue based on comparing 5 AM counts with
7 AM and 9 AM counts, likely about 8 - 12 cars in total.

•

Some transit riders appear to park in the north Walmart parking lot based on the number
of vehicles parked at the north end of the lot away from the store entrance and close to
the Park & Ride - about 25 by 9 AM. On Thursday, 19 cars were counted parked in the
same location at both 9 AM and 4 PM. It is possible not all of these cars are transit users
as some people may be parking here to carpool or may be store employees. It should be
noted that the lot was empty at 5 AM both days.

•

The overflow lot (also Walmart employee parking) is well used during the day, but it is
unclear how much use is by transit riders. The 113-space lot was about 25 percent full at
5 AM and 70 percent full by 9 AM on both days.

•

The Park & Ride lot is used quite a bit for pick up and drop off, although there does not
appear to be a designated spot (people are using the handicap spots and double parking
briefly when the lot is full).

•

In total, based on these observations there may be anywhere between 30 and 70 vehicles
parking at other locations besides the designated Park & Ride (on-street, at the Walmart
north lot, or the designated RFTA overflow lot) to access the bus. Where exactly that
number falls in this range is dependent on the number of people parking in these
locations for other uses – such as carpooling or store employees – which is impossible to
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know based just on observing parked cars. To get a better understanding of existing and
latent demand for parking a more detailed analysis was conducted using additional data
sources (see Parking Demand Estimation at 27th Street South Glenwood Station below).

West Glenwood Park & Ride
•

The West Glenwood Park & Ride is lightly used relative to capacity. With 94 parking
spaces it was never more than 35 percent occupied during any of the time periods
studied.

•

The 17 Bustang-only spaces were also lightly used, with about 4-6 cars parked in those
spaces during the study periods.

Downtown Glenwood Springs Winter
•

General Findings:
o

On-street parking occupancy is generally highest between 7th Street and 9th
Street (except at 5 AM), and to a lesser extent between 10th and 11th Street.


On-street occupancy north of 9th Street is higher west of Grand Avenue
weekday mornings and higher east of Grand Avenue weekday
afternoons.



On-street parking occupancy north of 9th Street downtown is highest on
Friday evenings.



On-street parking occupancy between 10th and 11th Street downtown
remains high at 5 AM indicating this demand is likely generated by
residential/hostel parking demand.

o

Parking occupancy along Grand Avenue is relatively low, generally less than 30
percent during all time periods, with two exceptions:


Between 8th and 9th Streets - occupancy was highest in the evening,
about 75 percent.



On the west side of Grand Avenue between 10th and 11th Streets where
occupancy was between 80 percent and 100 percent at all times of day,
which may be due to the Glenwood Springs Hostel.

o
o

The Garfield County and CMC lots were heavily used after 6 PM on Friday, 97
percent and 84 percent full respectively (and less used on Thursday evening).
The 7th & Colorado lot was full at all time periods except 5 AM when it was about
25 percent full. Many vehicles were observed looking for parking in this lot at
nearly every time period. The high demand may be in part due to exceptions to
the 4-hour time restriction granted to County employees and some downtown
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residents and that time restrictions at this lot are temporarily not being enforced.
It is expected this will change when a final decision on which users will be
granted exceptions is determined and an enforcement plan for this lot is
developed.
o

•

The Cooper Avenue lot (between 8th Street and 9th Street) was full or nearly full
during the day and about 40 percent full at 5 AM.

o

The City Parking Garage was most full during the day (at 9 AM and 4 PM), but

o

The public spaces at the 7th Street lot near the confluence were never more than

never exceeded 80 percent capacity. It was less than 20 percent full overnight.
50 percent occupied.

5 AM Weekday:
o
o

High occupancy was observed along the residential streets between 10th Street
and 13th Street and along Blake Avenue between 8th and 11th Streets.
The occupancy along Grand Avenue was less than 25 percent except on the west
side of the street between 10th and 11th Street, which may be associated with the
Glenwood Springs Hostel.

•

9 AM Weekday:
o

•

north of 9th Street.

o

Occupancy was also high along Pitkin Avenue between 13th and 14th Street likely

o

The 7th & Colorado lot and Cooper Avenue lot were both full and the City Parking

because of the proximity to Glenwood Springs High School.
Garage was about 80 percent occupied.

4 PM Weekday:
o

•

High occupancy was observed along 8th Street, 10th Street, and several side streets

Occupancy was high on most streets between 9th Street and 7th Street, with the
exception of Grand Avenue.

o

Occupancy was generally higher on Friday on most streets than Thursday.

o

On-street occupancy was high around 8th Street and Cooper Avenue and 7th Street

o

Occupancy was low at all of the off-street lots except the 7th and Colorado lot.

7 PM Thursday:

o

and Colorado Avenue.
Occupancy was high between 10th Street and 11th Street along Cooper Avenue,
and two nearby block faces although there were many available spaces within a
block.

•

7 PM Friday
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Occupancy was high between 9th Street and 7th Street between Colorado Avenue

o

and Blake Avenue.
The County lot and 7th & Colorado lot were both full. The CMC garage and Cooper

o

Avenue lot were well used, but still had available parking. The City Parking Garage
was only 40 percent occupied.
Occupancy was high between 10th Street and 11th Street along Cooper Avenue,

o

and a couple of nearby block faces although there were plenty of available spaces
on the opposing sides of the street.

Downtown Glenwood Springs Summer
Several key findings from the summer data analysis are useful in informing parking and curbspace
demand and management in downtown Glenwood Springs, including the following.
•

Nearly two times as many trips begin or end in the downtown core in the summer
as compared to the winter. Figure 2 shows the average daily trip ends between 7th
Street and 9th Street in downtown Glenwood Springs in February of 2020 compared to
July of 2019 on each day of the week. On average there is about 1.9 times as much trip
activity in the summer as compared to the winter. Additionally, while the data confirms
that trip activity is highest on Friday (and Saturday in winter), it also shows that there is
less variability from day to day in the summer as compared to the winter.

Figure 2. Average Daily Trip Ends Downtown (7th St to 9th Street)
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•

Trip activity is highest north of 9th Street, particularly in the summer. Figure 3 shows
the average daily trip ends by zone downtown on Fridays in February of 2020 and July of
2019 provided by StreetLight. This data shows that trip activity is highest in the 700 block
of downtown and gets progressively lower in each block south. For example, trip activity
in the 700 Block of Cooper Street is about 5.5 times higher than the 900 Block of Cooper
Street in the summer and 3.1 times higher in the winter. Additionally, north of 10th Street,
trip activity is on average a little higher east of Grand Avenue than west of Grand Avenue.
Lastly, Figure 3 also shows that the discrepancy between summer and winter trip activity
is greater north of 9th Street compared to south. For example, there are about 1.9 times as
many trip ends in the summer compared to the winter between 7th Street and 9th Street,
while there are about 1.4 times as many trip ends in the summer compared to the winter
between 9th Street and 14th Street.

Figure 3. Friday Trip Ends by Downtown Zone
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It should be noted that the StreetLight activity data does not necessarily represent where
people are parking their car, but instead where people are beginning or ending their trip.
For example, someone who parks in the 900 block and walks to the 700 block would
show up in the data as ending their trip in the 700 block. Thus, in locations where parking
demand is high and spaces are full, drivers may be parking a block or more from their
destination. This data reveals where people are trying to get downtown, but not
necessarily where they park or how they get there.
•

Parking demand peaks around 1 PM and 6 PM and is highest on Friday and
Saturday. Hourly trip activity data from StreetLight shows that parking demand
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downtown likely peaks around 1 PM and 6 PM each day, which is generally consistent
with anecdotal data provide by the downtown parking enforcement officer. Additionally,
the data shows that trip activity is highest on Friday in the summer and both Friday and
Saturday in the winter.
•

Off-street public parking is at capacity in the summer. Satellite imagery data from
Friday, August 9, 2019 at 12 PM revealed that the all three public surface lots downtown
were 100% full, including the 7th Street lot (at the confluence), the 7th & Colorado lot, and
the Cooper Avenue lot (see Figure 21 in attached map set). Additionally, while the lower
level of the City Garage is not visible in the satellite imagery, the upper level of the garage
was observed to be about 95% full (note: winter field observations showed the lower level
of the garage to consistently have a higher occupancy than the upper level, thus the
garage is presumed to be nearly full during peak times in the summer). By comparison,
while the 7th & Colorado and Cooper Avenue lot were observed to be full at 9 AM in the
winter counts, the 7th Street lot was never more than 53% full and the City Parking Garage
was never more than 80% full in the winter. Thus, the satellite imagery provides evidence
that parking demand at these lots is substantially higher in the summer and these lots are
indeed effectively at capacity. Satellite imagery also revealed that the visible curbspace
(not blocked by tress) was about 78% occupied at 12 PM on Friday in the summer.

While trip activity from StreetLight data is not necessarily directly correlated to parking demand,
the data is a useful proxy for estimating demand. In other words, we cannot conclude with certainty
that parking demand is 1.9 times higher in the downtown core in the summer as compared to the
winter, but it is likely somewhere in that range. Other data sources also support the idea that parking
demand may be 50% - 100% greater in the summer than the winter. For example, the Glenwood
Springs Police Department issues about twice as many parking tickets in the summer compared to
the winter. Additionally, hotel tax revenue is typically about 60% higher in July than March and over
200% higher in July than February. Lastly, the satellite imagery data, while limited in scope and
timeframe, show that demand is at or exceeding capacity at all downtown public lots midday on
Friday in the summer - and is quite high on-street as well.
This data strongly suggests that downtown Glenwood Springs is reaching parking capacity
through most of the core area at peak times in the summer. Parking occupancy at this level can
lead to several negative impacts, including increased congestion caused by people circling for
parking, higher likelihood of illegal parking (as evident in the police data), and could negatively
affect business activity as patrons find it difficult to park downtown. While there is no conclusive
evidence of who is generating parking demand at different times of the day, both the winter and
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summer data suggest that employees are likely occupying much of the off-street parking during
the day, as are downtown residents. For example, the Cooper Avenue lot would typically fill up by
9 AM and start to empty out at around 4 PM in the winter, a trend typically indicative of employee
parking. Overnight, this lot was observed to be about 40% occupied in the winter representing the
residential demand. Based on both the summer and winter data, similar trends also occur at the
City Parking Garage.

Bicycle Parking at Park & Rides
Both the West Glenwood Park & Ride and 27th Street South Glenwood Station provide bicycle
parking in the form of inverted “U” bicycle racks adjacent to the bus loading areas. The 27th Street
South Glenwood Station can accommodate up to 40 bikes in a sheltered location. The West
Glenwood Park & Ride can accommodate up to 20 bikes unsheltered. Table 2 summarizes bike
occupancy at the two Park & Rides during each of the study periods in the winter. Bicycle parking
occupancy was low at both locations during the winter, and several bikes were observed parked
overnight. Given bicycle use is higher in the summer, more conclusions on bicycle use at the stations
would have been made from the summer analysis, which did not occur due to the COVID-19
pandemic.

Table 2. Winter Bicycle Parking Occupancy at Glenwood Springs Park & Rides
Day & Time
Thursday 5 AM
Thursday 7 AM
Thursday 9 AM
Thursday 4 PM
Thursday 7 PM
Friday 5 AM
Friday 7 AM
Friday 9 AM
Friday 4 PM
Friday 7 PM

27th Street S. Glenwood Station
Total Bikes
Occupancy
5
5
5
5
4
3
4
5
4
4

13%
13%
13%
13%
10%
8%
10%
13%
10%
10%

West Glenwood Park & Ride
Total Bikes
Occupancy
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
0%
0%
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Bike Parking at South Glenwood Station

Bike Parking at West Glenwood Park & Ride
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Estimating Parking Demand at 27th Street South Glenwood
Station
The existing designated Park & Ride at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station has 50 parking
spaces. The winter parking observations revealed that this Park & Ride lot reaches capacity by about
7 AM on a mid-week weekday (and a little later in the morning on Friday) and is generally full
throughout the day. RFTA is exploring opportunities to provide additional parking at this station,
and a key question in doing this is, how much additional parking should be provided to meet
existing and future demand?
The parking observations revealed that somewhere between 30 and 70 people are likely parking at
other locations besides the designated Park & Ride to access the BRT at 27th Street South Glenwood
Station. This includes on-street (along Blake Avenue and 26th Street), in the Walmart north parking
lot, and in the designated RFTA overflow lot (which is about a 7-minute walk from the Park & Ride).
While additional undesignated parking is available close to the 27th Street South Glenwood Station,
and some people are using it, our survey research in other peer communities has shown that many
people are uncomfortable parking in an undesignated space to use transit. Therefore, the
estimation of people parking in other locations likely underrepresents the true parking demand as
many people traveling between Glenwood Springs and Aspen/Snowmass Village are no doubt
foregoing transit because there is not enough reliable parking in close proximity to the station. This
latent demand for the BRT in Glenwood Springs was evidenced in comments provided in the MOVE
Grand Avenue public survey, and anecdotally by RFTA staff.
Due to the inability to collect passenger survey data at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station due
to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, an alternative methodology was used to estimate
parking demand at this station. A parking demand analysis was performed using a combination of
the observed parking counts from February, 2020, bus boarding and alighting data on the same
days parking data was collected, commuter data from the United States Census Bureau, and data
from the most recent RFTA Onboard Transit Survey (from 2018). Because of the inability to collect
survey data and so many variables are at play, parking demand was estimated as a range to account
for unknowns.

Low End Estimation
To estimate the lower end of parking demand, the pace at which the 27th Street Park & Ride lot fills
in the morning was compared to bus boardings during the same time. Figure 4 shows that the
number of vehicles parking the 27th Street Park & Ride at various times on the two days when
parking occupancy was observed. (It should be noted that while the capacity of this lot is 50 spaces,
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two of the spaces are reserved for handicap parking and on the times when the lot was observed
to have 49 cars, the only space available was one of the handicap reserved spaces). The data shows
that on Friday the demand was a little less than Thursday, and by 7 AM on Friday the parking lot
had not yet reached capacity. Therefore, the rate of increase in observed parking between 5 AM
and 7 AM on Friday, about 20 vehicles parked during this time, is generally reflective of true existing
demand for parking (but not latent demand), as anyone arriving in this time frame would have
found an available parking space.

Figure 4. 27th Street Park & Ride Parking Occupancy February 27-28, 2020
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the boardings by hour at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station for
the three regional services (BRT, Snowmass Express, and Valley Local) in the upvalley direction on
the two days when parking was observed. Figure 6 shows that between 5 AM and 7 AM, when 20
vehicles parked in the 27th Street Park & Ride, about 67 people boarded buses in the upvalley
direction. Therefore, it is assumed that if parking was not constrained, about 30% of people
boarding the bus at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station would get to the station by driving and
parking (20/67 = 30%).
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Figure 5. Upvalley Boardings by Hour at the 27th Street S. Glenwood Station (Thursday,
February 27th, 2020)
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Figure 6. Upvalley Boardings by Hour at the 27th Street S. Glenwood Station (Friday,
February 28th, 2020)
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If this ratio is then applied to the 263 boardings on regional services in the upvalley direction at the
27th Street South Glenwood Station between 4 AM and 3 PM (by which time the parking lot will
start emptying out), that equates to an existing parking demand of about 80 vehicles (263 * 0.3 =
80). This does not account for latent demand (i.e., the number of people that would park and catch
the bus, if there was consistently reliable parking at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station). On
the low end, a conservative estimate of latent demand compared to existing demand is estimated
to be about 25%. Therefore, the low-end estimate for total parking demand under current
conditions at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station is estimated to be about 100 parking spaces.
For comparison, the 2018 RFTA Onboard Transit Survey shows that the percent of riders who drive
and park in order to take regional buses (excluding local service) is about 37%. Applying this
percentage to the 263 boardings at 27th Street South Glenwood Station on a winter weekday before
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3 PM would result in an estimated parking demand of about 97 vehicles (263 * 0.37 = 97), similar
to the estimate of 100 vehicles derived using a slightly different methodology.

High End Estimation
The high-end parking demand estimate is based on the potential market share of total commuters
traveling between Glenwood Springs and Aspen/Snowmass Village that would take transit if
parking (among other factors) was more convenient. The U.S. Census Bureau provides an estimation
of commuters between community pairs through their Longitudinal Employer-Household
Dynamics (LEHD) data. This data shows that in 2018 about 920 people commute from the 81601
zip code (which covers the greater Glenwood Springs area) and the City of Aspen and Town of
Snowmass Village. Data from the 2012-2016 5-Year American Community Survey through the
Census Transportation Planning Products shows that (about five years ago) 16% of commuters from
Glenwood Springs to Aspen took the bus. Thus, it is assumed that achieving a transit mode share
of 33% for this market, while likely on the high-end, would be within reason. Assuming that transit
could potentially capture 33% of this market share, would equate to about 300 potential transit
commuters per day.
The RFTA Onboard Transit Survey data shows that about 32% of RFTA transit riders drive and park
to get to the bus. Excluding local service, the percent of riders who drive and park in order to take
regional buses is about 37%. Given this number is suppressed by lack of sufficient parking along
the entire system, for purposes of this analysis, it will be assumed that if there were an unlimited
supply of parking about 50% of commuters between Glenwood Springs and Aspen/Snowmass
Village would drive and park to get to the bus. Therefore, demand for transit parking, assuming
maximum reasonable use by the commuter population between Glenwood Springs and
Aspen/Snowmass Village (about 33%), would be about 150 parking spaces. However, this estimate
also needs to include several other parking users, including the following:
•

Those commuting to other upvalley destinations (such as Carbondale or Basalt);

•

Those commuting from down valley of Glenwood Springs (such as New Castle or Rifle);
and

•

Non-commuters.

The parking demand for these riders was estimated using the following assumptions:
•

An additional 15% for non-commuters (based-on the 2018 RFTA Onboard survey which
showed that about 86% of BRT users were using the service for work-related travel).

•

An additional 15% for other commuters (5% for commuters destined to other upvalley
stops besides Aspen and 10% for commuters from downvalley of Glenwood Springs). The
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primary other upvalley destinations via transit are Basalt and Carbondale. Given the ease
of parking in those locations its unlikely many commuters bound to those locations are
driving to a Park & Ride. Most folks are likely driving door-to-door or using transit doorto-door. Secondly, while LEHD Census data shows that in 2018 around 500 people
commuted from the Rifle, Silt, and New Castle areas to Aspen and Snowmass Village, our
experience in other communities is that most people who use a Park & Ride don’t drive
very far (typically less than 3 miles). So, while the 27th Street Park & Ride is the first
location where someone coming from downvalley of Glenwood Springs could reliably
catch the BRT to Aspen, there’s likely to be a smaller portion of the commuters from this
market using that Park & Ride as compared to people originating in Glenwood Springs.
When these additional transit parking users are factored in, the upper end parking demand at the
27th Street South Glenwood Station under existing conditions is estimated to be about 200 parking
spaces.
Formula:
[Total commuters Glenwood Springs to Aspen/Snowmass] * [max % that would use transit] * [% drive
& park] + [other commuters] + [non-commuters]
((920 * 0.33 * 0.5) * 1.15) * 1.15 = 200
It should be noted that there are many unknowns with this estimation. For example, if RFTA were
able to capture 50% of total market share, then the parking demand estimate would increase to
about 325 spaces and if they were only able to capture 25% then the parking demand estimate
would be closer to 150 parking spaces.

Existing and Future Parking Demand at 27th Street Park & Ride
Based on this analysis, the existing parking demand at the 27th Street Park & Ride, including latent
demand, is likely somewhere between 100 and 200 parking spaces. Based on forecasts from the
RFTA Destination 2040 project, over the next 20 years the population of Garfield County is forecast
to grow by 65% and traffic in Glenwood Springs is forecast to grow by 34%. At this rate, assuming
all else is equal, parking demand at the 27th Street Park & Ride would be expected to grow at a rate
of somewhere in between these two, about 40-60%. This would result in an estimated parking
demand of between 150 and 320 parking spaces at the 27th Street Park & Ride by 2040.
It should be noted that several future factors currently being considered would also impact parking
demand if implemented. These include the following:
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•

Extension of the BRT into downtown Glenwood Springs – The extension of the BRT
into downtown and the West Glenwood Park & Ride would reduce demand for parking at
the 27th Street Park & Ride by about 10-20%. This is because some existing and potential
riders close to downtown would be able to walk to the BRT and others originating in
West Glenwood Springs or other points west would be able to park at the West
Glenwood Park & Ride and more reliably catch the bus. Based on 2018 Census data about
10% of the population of the Glenwood Springs area lives in downtown and would be
within walking distance to a centrally located station. However, many existing transit users
downtown may already be walking to the bus today. Additionally, about 15% of the
greater Glenwood Springs population lives north and west of the West Glenwood Park &
Ride and would more conveniently be able to access the BRT at that station. In general,
Park & Ride users are not likely to back-track. Therefore, the majority of users of the West
Glenwood Park & Ride will be from locations north and west.

•

Addition of a New Park & Ride at South Bridge – RFTA is considering adding a new
BRT station between Glenwood Springs and Carbondale near where the planned South
Bridge project would intersect SH 82. If implemented its estimated that this station would
reduce demand for parking at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station by about 10-20%
as it would be more convenient for those originating in South Glenwood Springs south of
27th Street and west of the Roaring Fork River (and along Four Mile Road). Based on 2018
U.S. Census data, about 20-25% of the population of the Glenwood Springs area live in
these locations. It should be noted that if insufficient parking continues at the 27th Street
Park & Ride (as exists today), demand for parking at South Bridge is likely to be much
higher as many people wishing to park at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station, but
finding it to be full, would instead park at a South Bridge station.

•

Addition of a Pedestrian Overpass at 27th Street South Glenwood Station – RFTA is
considering constructing a pedestrian overpass above SH 82 to better connect
pedestrians and bicyclists between the 27th Street South Glenwood Station and the Rio
Grande Multiuse Trail. While this may encourage some additional walking and biking to
the station, it may also increase demand by recreational users of the Rio Grande Trail. As
is the case with other RFTA Park & Rides adjacent to the Rio Grande Trail, such as
Carbondale, some trail users are likely to park at the Park & Ride, particularly in the
summer and on weekends, which may increase parking demand at the 27th Street Park &
Ride.
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Opportunities &
Recommendations
Opportunities and recommendations to improve parking management in the study area are divided
into three general categories: parking and curb space downtown, parking at the RFTA Park & Rides,
and parking considerations/potential impacts as part of evaluating alternatives for extending the
BRT into downtown.
The following recommendations were made based on parking/curb-curb space occupancy data
collected in the winter of 2020, estimated historic 2019 summer parking demand in downtown
Glenwood Springs from other data sources, conversations with City, RFTA staff, and the police
department, public feedback from the MOVE Grand Avenue project, and other data sources.

Downtown Parking & Curb Space Management
Parking is a limited resource and valuable public asset, particularly in a downtown environment.
The recommendations included here are intended to improve management of this asset to
maximize the efficient use of limited curb space, better ensure convenient parking is available to
serve uses downtown, and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of enforcement.
Recommendations are provided both short-term and long-term. Short-term recommendations are
aimed at addressing existing challenges over the next 1-3 years. Long-term recommendations are
aimed at addressing potential future challenges or more complex existing issues 4-10 years from
now.

Short-Term
Several existing parking/curb-space issues downtown were identified as part of this study. These
include:
•

High parking demand during the day and evening in the north end of downtown.

•

The impact of truck loading on traffic flow and parking availability.

•

Cost, inefficiencies, and other challenges of effectively enforcing parking regulations
downtown.

To address these and other challenges, the City of Glenwood Springs should consider the following
recommendations near-term:
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•

Establish a Truck Loading Plan – The businesses and restaurants downtown require
regular delivery of food, beverages, and other goods. However, given the limited street
spaces active truck loading can come in conflict with vehicle traffic and parking
availability. To mitigate the impacts of truck loading on traffic and parking the City should
consider developing a truck delivery plan to regulate the location and times of when and
where trucks deliver goods downtown. Both the Town of Vail and City of Aspen have
ordinances dictating when and where trucks can deliver in the core parts of those
communities to limit the impact of truck loading. Glenwood Springs may consider the
following restrictions: restricting truck delivery north of 9th Street to before 4 PM, limiting
truck loading to designated loading zones or alleys at certain times of the day, or
restricting loading activities all together on certain streets (such as 7th Street). The City
should also consider coordinating with the City of Aspen and Town of Vail to explore the
feasibility of coordinating loading times for trucks that may be serving all three locations.
It is recommended that the City closely involve downtown businesses and operators of
the loading trucks when developing this plan.

•

Manage the 700 Block of Cooper Avenue – As explained earlier in this memo, the 700
block of Cooper Avenue was redesigned to provide designated truck loading zones in the
center lane along with five parking spaces. The redesign has been effective at providing a
space for trucks to deliver goods to nearby businesses without blocking travel lanes (to
the extent that drivers follow the regulations). The challenge with this redesign is that
drivers do not always understand or comply with the regulations, i.e. when and where
they can park and where delivery trucks can load. Parking and loading regulations are
indicated through paint in the pavement (which can sometimes be covered in snow and
will wear quickly in the center lanes) and moveable signs. The moveable signs are not
always oriented correctly, may be difficult to determine the parking/loading space the
sign is referencing, and can (and sometimes are) moved by people not wanting to comply
with the parking regulations. Because the regulations are not always clear, parking and
loading are not generally enforced along this center lane further leading to noncompliance.
One solution to this challenge would be to install more permanent end caps in the median
at the two ends of the corridor where more permanent signs can be placed. This could be
something semi-permanent, such as bollards bolted into the pavement (but that can be
temporarily removed to allow for snow removal or street sweeping). Currently the south
end of the street is designated for parking and the north end for loading. To clearly sign
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the change in use mid-block, end caps will likely be needed mid-block on either side of the
alley.
Additionally, the City may also want to consider regulating the loading zone to better
accommodate the change in demand at different times of the day. For example, the loading
zone could be signed to allow parking in the evening when parking demand is highest and
conversely the parking spaces could be signed for loading in the morning or midday if
more space is needed to accommodate loading activities.
•

Weekend Enforcement – The City does not currently enforce parking and curb space
regulations on the weekend. However, collection of Big Data (detailed at the end of this
memo) demonstrated that parking demand likely remains high in parts of the downtown
on the weekend, particularly on Saturday. Additionally, local drivers are more likely to
ignore parking restrictions on the weekend if they know those restrictions will not be
enforced. It is recommended that the City enforce parking regulations downtown on the
weekends (at least occasionally) to ensure better compliance. This will help ensure
parking turnover and availability of parking as well as mitigate potential safety issues
(such as blocking fire hydrants, crosswalks, sight lines, or handicap parking).

•

Leverage Parking Enforcement Technology – The City is considering the use of new
technologies to aide in parking enforcement, such as handheld license plate recognition
(LPR) devices pared with automated ticket printing. While use of these technologies will
require upfront and annual investment, they would increase efficiency and improve the
accuracy of monitoring and ticket issuance. More effective enforcement will result in
higher rates of compliance and reduce the negative impacts of illegal parking, including
ensuring there is more parking and loading space available. The increased efficiency from
using these technologies would result in increased revenue generation that may off-set
the cost of investing in the technology. Paid parking could also be used to off-set upfront
costs of this technology.

•

Increase Fines for Parking Violations – Parking violations for most offenses currently
result in a $20 ticket (the exception being $100 for illegally parking in a handicap reserved
parking space) and The City of Glenwood Springs has not raised these amounts for many
years. These fees are comparable or on the lower end of peer communities. For
comparison parking violations result in a $30 - $50 fine in Aspen, $30 fine in
Breckenridge, and $25 fine in Durango for most first-time offenses. However, most peer
communities use a graduating scale where parking violation amounts double or triple for
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repeat offenders or for those that wait too long to pay. To increase the rate of compliance
in Glenwood Springs, keep pace with inflation, and generate additional revenue to better
cover the cost of enforcement, it is recommended that the City consider increasing the
fines for parking violations. In particular it is recommended that the City increase the fine
for repeat offenders. Additionally, if paid parking is implemented downtown, parking
fines should be set to be at least 50% higher than the cost of all-day parking in order to
incentivize compliance.
•

Curb Space Signage and Striping – Proper maintenance of curb space paint and
signage is important to safely manage parking downtown and properly enforce
regulations. It is also important to ensure signs are consistent and clear to encourage
compliance. The City currently uses yellow paint on the curb to indicate no parking zones
and blue paint to indicate disability reserved parking. The areas with yellow paint are
called safety zones and are at locations where parking is not allowed in order to preserve
safe sight lines at intersections, driveways, crosswalks, where there are fire hydrants, or to
preserve adequate space in the travel lane for safe vehicle movement.
However, the locations with yellow paint are not always clear or consistent. In some
locations downtown yellow paint is in locations signed for parking or loading. In other
locations the paint is worn and only partially visible. Most locations with yellow paint also
do not have corresponding no parking signs. The inconsistency can lead to confusion
among the public (particularly visitors) and can make enforcing curb space regulations in
safety zones more challenging.
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Example of yellow safety zone on Colorado Avenue.

Example of partially visible yellow paint on a curb on Colorado Avenue.
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To improve compliance and enforcement of parking regulations downtown, the following
curb space signage and stripping actions are recommended.
•

Regular Maintenance of Curb Paint – It is recommended that the City regularly
maintain the curb paint to ensure the paint is clearly visible. It is also
recommended to remove yellow paint in locations where parking and loading
activities are allowed. Regular maintenance could be funded through fees
collected from paid parking, increasing fines for parking violations, and other
changes to improve the efficiency of enforcement.

•

Corresponding Signage – Section 3B.23 of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) states that “Since yellow and white curb markings are frequently
used for curb delineation and visibility, it is advisable to establish parking
regulations through the installation of standard signs.” Given this, it is
recommended that the City place “No Parking” signs in corresponding safety
zones where feasible, prioritizing locations where non-compliance with parking
regulations is most frequent.

•

Curb Paint Color Scheme – While there is no state or national standard color
scheme for curb paint to indicate parking regulations, it is most common to use
red paint to indicate no parking or standing and yellow paint to indicate loading
(see California Driver Handbook and SRTS Guide among others). Given the
number of out of town tourists that visit Glenwood Springs the City may want to
consider converting safety zones to red paint and loading zones to yellow paint
to be more consistent with what drivers are familiar with in other locations.

•

Consistency of Signs – The following three signs were observed downtown in
loading zones: “Loading Only,” “10-Minute Loading Only,” and “Pick-Up and
Drop-Off Only.” Additionally, the following three signs were observed for 2-hour
parking: “2 Hour Parking 9AM-6PM,” “2 Hour Parking 8AM-10PM,” and “2 Hour
Parking.” By far the most common was “2 Hour Parking 9AM-6PM.” To alleviate
confusion among drivers and simplify enforcement it is recommended to use one
sign type for all loading zones and one sign for all 2-hour parking consistent with
what will be enforced.

•

Implement Paid Parking – The City of Glenwood Springs is currently considering
converting some of the publicly available time-restricted parking downtown to paid
parking as a more effective means to enforce and manage parking where demand is high.
Time restricted parking (such as 2-hour parking), enforcement of parking regulations, and
provision of additional parking (such as the City Parking Garage) are the primary tools the
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City of Glenwood Springs has used to manage parking demand and encourage turnover
downtown. Short of further increasing parking supply, which is expensive and may
encourage additional traffic congestion downtown, the most effective remaining tool to
managing parking downtown is to implement paid parking.
Note: Please see the supplemental Memo titled “Implementing Paid Parking in
Downtown Glenwood Springs” for a more detailed summary of recommendations
for how the City of Glenwood Springs could implement paid parking.
There are three primary reasons to consider implementing paid parking:
•

To manage demand in high-occupancy locations to ensure parking is more
readily available in those locations, which will reduce traffic congestion caused by
drivers circling for parking.

•

To incentivize use of non-driving modes of transportation to downtown.

•

To generate revenue to cover the cost of parking operations, maintenance,
capital improvements, and enforcement, as well as to potentially fund transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian improvements downtown to further mitigate parking
demand.

If the City implemented paid parking the revenue could be used to fund parking
enforcement and management with less need (or potentially without need) for general
funds. Currently there is a about a ten thousand dollar gap in cost of enforcing parking
downtown from the revenue generated by tickets and this does not include capital,
administrative, planning, and maintenance related costs to the parking program. City
general funds currently cover the gap. Revenue could also be used to fund regular
maintenance of curb paint, signs, and public parking lots as well as for pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit improvements downtown. Investing in other modes would further mitigate
parking demand as it would make using other modes more convenient.
Paid parking could also be used to ensure parking spaces are easier to find downtown
and is an effective incentive for people to walk, bike, or use transit in place of driving. To
achieve this, paid parking should be implemented downtown at the locations when and
where occupancy is high and turnover is desirable. This strategy will ensure that people
who want to park close to their destination are more likely to have that option if willing to
pay. This strategy will also result in better utilization of available parking where demand is
lower.
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It is also recommended to extend paid parking and time restrictions later in the evening as
demand was observed to be just as high or higher on many downtown streets at 7 PM. This
will help reduce congestion caused by drivers circling for parking after 4 PM, and ensure
parking is more readily available close to popular evening destinations downtown.
Based on occupancy rates observed in the winter, paid parking would be most effective
near-term at the following on-street locations:
•

Between 9th Street and 7th Street between Pitkin Avenue and Blake Avenue.
Given this covers nearly all the time-restricted parking it may be most efficient
from an enforcement standpoint to convert all 2 Hour parking downtown to paid
parking.

•

7th Street between Blake Avenue and Bennet Avenue. This block had high
parking demand at all times of the day except overnight.

Based on winter data paid parking is also recommended at two off-street lots with high
demand in the core areas of downtown where on-street paid parking would also be
implemented:
•

7th & Colorado Lot – The current 4-hour time restriction could be maintained in
order to provide a slightly longer-term parking option in this area of downtown.

•

Cooper Avenue Surface Lot – The Cooper Avenue parking lot was full during the
day on both Thursday and Friday. There are no time restrictions at this lot (other
than the citywide requirement to move one’s vehicle every 72 hours) and its
likely many employees are parking here all day as well as residents (the lot was
about 40% full overnight). To encourage more turnover, the City could consider
converting this lot to a 4 hour time restriction. Alternatively, if all-day parking is
desired to be retained at this location, paid parking could be implemented here
on an hourly and daily rate used in order ensure parking is more readily
available.

Analysis of summer data demonstrated that parking demand in downtown Glenwood
Springs is higher in the summer than the winter, potentially 1.5 – 2 times greater. Thus, the
parking

management

recommendations

amplify

the

need

for

many

of

the

recommendations already discussed, including paid parking and making improvements to
enforcement. The summer data (particularly the satellite imagery) demonstrated that all
four of the public off-street parking facilities fill to capacity in the summer. Given this, it is
recommended to charge for parking at all four facilities, at least in the summer, to
ensure longer-term parking is also available downtown. It may not be necessary to charge
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for parking all the time at all these facilities, but would be most important when demand is
high, such as in the summer and during the day and early evening. The pricing in these lots
would be different than most on-street spaces as these lots are intended to provide the
option for longer term parking, while most on-street paid parking would serve short-term
parking.
Some additional strategies related to implementing paid parking are provided below:
•

Variable Pricing - Data demonstrates there is opportunity for implementing variable
pricing schemes, such as charging more when and where demand is higher, to more
effectively and efficiently manage demand. This strategy can also help demonstrate
transparency to the public that the primary purpose of paid parking is not to
generate revenue, but to manage demand. For example, the data shows that demand
is highest in the summer, particularly midday and early evening, and is higher closer
to the 700 block. The City of Glenwood Springs could use this data, as well as
continue to monitor data after initial implementation, to implement variable pricing
schemes to best meet demand.

•

Managing Spillover Parking - Given the high demand for parking in the downtown
core in the summer, and if the City were to implement paid parking, it may be
necessary for the City to manage spillover parking along residential streets of
downtown south of 10th Street. Winter data shows there is excess parking available
during the day on most blocks south of 10th Street. However, there is likely less excess
capacity in the summer and the current conditions are likely to change once paid
parking is introduced and people begin to look for free parking options near
downtown.
The people most likely to be impacted by introducing paid parking downtown are
downtown employees who drive to work and do not have access to a private off-street
lot. Several strategies can be used to manage this demand and prevent the negative
impacts of spillover parking:
o

Paid parking combined with improvements to the transit network and first/last
mile connections will provide significant incentive to using transit to get
downtown.

o

Additionally, employer-provided bus passes would add further incentive and
mitigate parking demand.
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o

It may also become necessary to extend on-street parking regulations further
south, including extending the downtown resident parking permit program
further south. Monitoring parking occupancy on the residential streets south of
downtown will be an important aspect of effectively implementing paid parking.

•

Resident Permit Program - Given the high demand for parking downtown
demonstrated by the summer data, the City may also need to consider making
modifications to the resident parking permit program, especially if paid parking is
introduced. Currently, the residents in downtown that have a parking permit can park
up to 72 hours in any of the 2 Hour time-restricted spaces and public lots, with the
exception of 7th Street and the 700 Block of Cooper Avenue. To ensure residents are
not occupying large portions of high demand parking, the City may need to consider
additional exceptions to the resident permit program on blocks when and where
demand is highest and at some of the off-street lots. Funneling residents to park on
streets when and where demand is lower will help ensure parking for people trying to
access businesses downtown is readily available.

•

Monitor & Adjust – A key aspect of managing parking will be to collect data to see what
is and what is not working and then use that information to make adjustments over time
to pricing, restrictions, enforcement, communication, and other aspects of the parking
program. This will be a particularly critical component of implementing paid parking as it
will help staff determine whether the changes are meeting the program goals and
provide information on what adjustments to make. Data monitoring will also be valuable
in providing transparency to the public and demonstrating the benefits of paid parking,
which can be a highly controversial topic among the public and other stakeholders.

•

Bike Corrals - Curb space in a downtown environment is a valuable commodity and
should be managed to maximize access to downtown businesses. One means that many
communities have used to achieve this is to convert on-street parking in high-demand
locations to bike parking. This type of design is called a bike-corral. On-street bike corrals
can provide parking for up to ten bikes in the same space that can accommodate one
parked motor vehicle, effectively serving more people in the same space. If there are
locations with demand for bike parking that is not or cannot currently be provided along
the sidewalk, the City may want to consider converting an on-street parking space to a
bike corral. This strategy will also incentivize people to bike downtown, which will help
mitigate the need to provide parking for motor vehicles.
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Additional study is needed to quantify bike parking supply and demand downtown and
determine whether this could be an effective short-term strategy.

Example of an on-street bike corral.

Long-term
Over time, new development and changing travel behaviors may shift demand for parking and curb
space downtown. To respond to future changes that are more likely to occur gradually over time,
the City should consider the following strategies long-term.
•

Evaluate Increasing Parking Capacity – The City should continue to monitor
parking demand downtown in the future. If data shows a growth in parking
demand begins to reach capacity even with the short-term recommendations in
place, the City may want to consider adding new supply. Due to the geographic
constraints, urban design considerations, and the high land value downtown, this
most likely would be in the form of a new parking garage. The decision to add
capacity should not be based entirely on demand, but should also be a valuebased decision among the community. Construction of a new parking structure
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downtown is expensive and adding supply will also make it more convenient to
drive and park downtown, which could contribute to additional traffic congestion.
These factors should be considered against other potential options. Other
strategies, such as increasing parking fees, should be considered prior to
increasing supply. Instead of investing in additional parking supply (which is
expensive) the City should consider applying that investment toward making it
more convenient to access downtown via walking, biking, and transit.
•

Zoning regulations – Properties within the City’s General Improvement District
are exempt from the City’s off-street parking and loading zoning regulations.
Given this area covers most of the core area of downtown (see map), no changes
to the zoning code are recommended at this time. Management of parking
downtown will instead be through the application of other strategies discussed in
this memo.

•

Improve Transit Service Downtown – A long-term strategy to address parking
demand downtown should continue to be making investments in the transit
network that make it more convenient to get to downtown via transit. This,
combined with other parking management strategies (such as implementing paid
parking) will incentivize more people to use transit instead of driving into
downtown. One option to partially fund transit, could be through the use of
parking revenue. Extending the BRT into downtown as part of this project, as well
as making strategic improvements to the local transit network, will help mitigate
long-term growth in parking demand downtown. Another option to be
considered to incentivize transit and mitigate parking demand would be to
provide downtown employees with free bus passes and/or make local bus trips
free within Glenwood Springs.

•

Confluence Area Parking – A new mixed used development is proposed for the
confluence area (where the 7th Street Lot is currently located). Final plans for
development were not available as of publication. However, this development will
change parking demand and supply within this area of downtown and will likely
amplify the need for other recommendations, including paid parking.

•

Planning for TNCs an AVs – The rise in transportation network companies
(TNCs), such as Uber and Lyft, over the last decade has dramatically changed
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travel patterns and demand for curb space in many urban areas across the
country. While TNCs currently operate in Glenwood Springs, their use is relatively
limited at this time. However, this may change in the future, and if demand for
these services increases, the City should be prepared to manage the curb space in
response, particularly in high-activity areas downtown. TNCs are also considered
a precursor for how autonomous vehicles (AVs) are likely to operate in the future,
with the ability to drop people off in high demand areas and drive unoccupied to
park in low demand locations. Planning for heavier TNC use will help the City
prepare for the emergence of AVs as well.
Curb space in a downtown environment is a valuable commodity and should be
managed to maximize access to downtown businesses. In studies for other
communities Fehr & Peers has developed a curb productivity index, to measure
how many people a curb can “serve” depending on its use. Just like time
restricted parking encourages more turnover than unrestricted parking, these
studies have found that allocating curb space to bus stops and passenger loading
(to serve TNCs) where that demand exists serve many more people per hour than
a two-hour parking space.
To maximize productivity of the curb space, as TNC use becomes more
ubiquitous in Glenwood Springs in the future, the City should consider
designating curb space in high demand areas specifically for passenger loading.
These spaces can be managed flexibly over the course of the day. For example, if
passenger loading demand is associated with the evening bar and restaurant
scene, the curb can be signed for parking during the day and loading in the
evening. The City already designates curb space for loading and short-term
parking in high activity areas, including loading zones in front of hotels, the hot
springs, and Amtrak station, and 15-minute parking on the 700 Block of Cooper
Avenue and adjacent to the post office. These types of locations along with
locations where parking demand is highest are likely the best candidates for
designating loading zones.
Design of passenger loading zones should account for the curb space needed to
fully pull in and out, to not block the travel-way. Our research has shown that when
placed near a corner, driveway, or bus stop, the space needed for a loading area is
about 40 feet (or the equivalent of two parking spaces). If placed mid-block the
loading areas should be at least 60 feet (or the equivalent of three parking spaces).
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RFTA Parking
The parking occupancy analysis shows that demand for parking at the 27th Street South Glenwood
Station exceeds capacity of the adjacent 50-space Park & Ride lot. The parking occupancy analysis
demonstrates that somewhere between 30 and 70 transit riders are likely parking on-street, in the
Walmart north parking lot, and in the designated overflow due to the lack of available spaces at
the Park & Ride. It is possible that additional transit riders from Glenwood Springs may also be
driving to Carbondale or Brush Creek to park and board the bus, while other potential transit riders
may be foregoing transit all together due to the challenge of finding parking at the 27th Street
South Glenwood Station after 7 AM. Based on parking counts it’s estimated that about 8-12 cars
park in the 27th Street Park & Ride overnight. Additionally, RFTA staff have observed use of the lot
for rideshare, Epic Mountain Express users, and adjacent residents. Based on this information, nearly
20% of the lot may be used by non-transit users (and non-Rio Grande Trail users) reducing the
effective capacity to 40 parking spaces.
Additional analysis using boarding and alighting data at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station on
the days parking counts were collected, as well as population and commuting data from the U.S
Census Bureau, and mode share data from the 2018 RFTA Onboard Transit Survey, it was estimated
that actual parking demand at the 27th Street Park & Ride, including latent demand, is likely between
100 and 200 parking spaces. Given use by non-transit users the Park & Ride is likely only serving
about 20-40% of total parking demand for transit, and an additional 60-160 spaces are needed just
to serve existing and latent demand for transit. Based on traffic and population forecast, parking
demand at the 27th Street Park & Ride is likely to grow by an additional 40-60% by 2040.
In addition to considering existing demand, several future changes in the transit system are likely
to impact parking demand at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station in the future. These changes
should be considered as part of any parking management recommendation. RFTA is considering
adding a new BRT station near the planned South Bridge connection along SH 82 just south of
Glenwood Springs. Additionally, the extension of BRT service into downtown and to the West
Glenwood Station and restructuring of the local and regional transit network through Glenwood
Springs as part of the MOVE Grand Avenue project will impact parking demand at 27th Street South
Glenwood Station. Independent of future population and employment growth in the region, both
of these changes are likely to reduce the demand for parking at the 27th Street South Glenwood
Station (by about 20-40% in total) as these changes will create new opportunities for people to
access the BRT in Glenwood Springs. For this reason, options that provide flexibility long-term
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should be considered, such as leasing parking, which can be canceled, or purchasing land, which
can be resold, as oppose to constructing a parking structure.
Considering existing parking demand and potential future changes to the transit network, several
potential options to address parking challenges at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station are
recommended. These are organized into two general categories: strategies to increase parking
capacity and strategies to reduce parking demand.

Strategies to Increase Parking Capacity
The following options are potential strategies RFTA could explore to address the parking challenges
at 27th Street South Glenwood Station by increasing the parking capacity.
•

Better Connect Existing Overflow Lot – The existing overflow lot on Blake Street is over a
quarter mile from the 27th Street South Glenwood Station equating to about a sevenminute walk. Observations show that this lot has additional parking capacity. While the
distance will continue to be a significant deterrent for many potential transit users, the
poor connectivity between the overflow lot and transit station likely also deters users.
Because of the gate on Blake Street, drivers that find the Park & Ride to be full must
make two left turns navigating traffic on SH 82 to reach the overflow lot despite there
being a direct connection on Blake Avenue. Additionally, the sidewalk is discontinuous
between the two. Potential improvements include opening the gate on Blake Avenue to
allow through vehicle movements on Blake Avenue, paving the portion of Blake Avenue
that is dirt, completing the sidewalk network, improving the pedestrian environment to
make it safer and more inviting (improvements could include providing street lighting,
regular sidewalk maintenance, widening the walkway, etc.), and providing clear
wayfinding for pedestrian and drivers.

•

Lease Additional Parking – A potentially cost-effective option for RFTA to consider nearterm is leasing parking spaces from existing nearby privately-owned parking lots for use
by transit customers. The most obvious choice for this arrangement would be the north
parking lot of Walmart, which is located about 500 feet south of the 27th Street South
Glenwood Station along Blake Street. The parking occupancy analysis demonstrated that
204-space lot was never more than about a third full during the times observed, and
about a 30 percent of parked cars in this lot were likely already transit users. An
arrangement of this type would result in formally designating a portion of the parking lot
that could be used by transit riders. If this were pursued it is recommended to also
improve the connection between the transit station and entrance to the Walmart parking
lot for pedestrians and vehicle circulation. A small section of Blake Street is unpaved in
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this area, there are no sidewalks in this area, and there is a gate blocking vehicle
circulation.
•

Purchase Land for Additional Parking – RFTA is exploring the potential to purchase nearby
parcels to expand the supply of parking (see 27th Street Pedestrian Crossing analysis
above). The planned pedestrian crossing across SH 82 will additionally open the
possibility for purchasing land on either side of SH 82 near 27th Street. If this option is
pursued, it is recommended to develop surface parking and not structured parking, as
surface parking can more easily be sold and repurposed in the future if parking demand
at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station decreases long term. Due to the high cost and
permanence of structured parking it is not recommended to convert the existing Park &
Ride or develop new parking facilities into structured parking. Parking lot designs that
allow for more flexibility if demand changes long-term should be explored.

Strategies to Reduce Parking Demand
The following options are potential strategies to address the parking challenges at 27th Street South
Glenwood Station by reducing parking demand at the station.
•

Establish a More Robust Parking Enforcement Program – Under current conditions, the 27th
Street Park & Ride is being used for parking by some non-transit and non-trail users,
potentially consuming as much as 20% of available parking. Around 8-12 vehicles were
observed to be parking overnight at the 27th Street Park & Ride. Better enforcement of
the existing Park & Ride regulations could free up 10 or more parking spaces per day.
One potential means to achieve this would be to restrict overnight parking at the 27th
Street Park & Ride and conversely allow it at the West Glenwood Park & Ride where there
is excess capacity. It’s unclear whether the vehicles parking overnight were daily
commuters working the graveyard shift or people using the Park & Ride for longer-term
parking. However, if the former is occurring, RFTA may want to preserve the ability to
park overnight. An alternative strategy would be to implement and enforce a 24-hour
time limit to more effectively restrict the use of the Park & Ride for long-term parking.

•

Kiss & Ride – Many drivers were observed using the existing Park & Ride to pick up and
drop off people taking the bus (using both legal and illegal parking spaces). To better
support and encourage pick-up and drop-off as a means to access transit and free up
parking spaces for people parking, it is recommended that RFTA formalize a “kiss & ride”
location near the 27th Street South Glenwood Station. A location on Blake Street may
work for a formal kiss & ride location, but additional design analysis would be needed to
determine the best location. The kiss & ride could serve as the designated space for TNC
loading as well.
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•

Additional BRT stations – As mentioned earlier, another strategy to reduce parking
demand at the 27th Street South Glenwood Station includes adding additional access
points to board the BRT in Glenwood Springs. Extending the BRT into downtown
Glenwood Springs would provide more options for people to access the BRT from the
core of the city without driving. If the BRT were extended to the West Glenwood Park &
Ride riders coming from west of Glenwood Springs would have an additional reliable
option to park as well. This is estimated to reduce parking demand at the 27th Street
South Glenwood Station by about 10-20%. Analysis showed the West Glenwood Park &
Ride is currently underutilized and has capacity. Lastly, a new station with parking near
the planned South Bridge would also shift some parking demand away from the 27th
Street South Glenwood Station. This is also estimated to reduce parking demand at 27th
Street South Glenwood Station by at least 10-20%, and possibly more if the 27th Street
Park & Ride remains over capacity.

•

Improved Multimodal Connections – Improvements to the pedestrian, bike, and local
transit network in Glenwood Springs targeted toward making it easier for people to get
to the BRT without driving would also reduce demand for parking. Near-term, the
planned pedestrian crossing at SH 82 will improve access to the BRT for bicyclists and
pedestrians from the Rio Grande Trail and neighborhoods west of the station. When the
BRT is extended to downtown, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity to future stations will
be critical to reducing demand for Park & Rides. Lastly, improving the connections to
local transit at 27th Street South Glenwood Station (and future downtown stations),
including improving the local transit network will enable more people to access the BRT
without need for a car. For this to be effective local buses should be frequent (every 1015 minutes) or timed to meet the BRT, and should provide direct, reliable service to high
activity corridors and destinations in Glenwood Springs not directly accessible by the BRT.

Lastly, the addition of parking capacity should consider use of any designated transit parking by
non-transit and non-trail users. If RFTA is unable to effectively enforce parking at their lots, the
estimated demand for parking will need to be increased by about 10-20% in order to ensure
sufficient parking is available to transit users.

BRT Considerations
This section provides discussion and recommendations related to potential parking impacts in
downtown Glenwood Springs that would be caused by the extension of the VelociRFTA BRT into
downtown Glenwood Springs.
Two primary impacts of the BRT on parking are addressed in this section. These include:
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•

The impact to on-street parking supply from the addition of bus-only lanes or other
transit infrastructure downtown.

•

The impact to parking demand by a new BRT station in downtown and parking
management strategies to mitigate that demand.

BRT Impact to On-Street Parking
Several infrastructure alternatives were explored for extending the BRT into downtown Glenwood
Springs. Infrastructure options considered include the addition of bus-only lanes, queue jump lanes,
bus bulbs, and in-line on-street stations, all with the potential to repurpose curb space and onstreet parking supply for use by transit. Five potential BRT alignments through downtown were
evaluated as part of the MOVE Grand Avenue project as mapped in Figure 7:
•

Grand Avenue alignment

•

Rio Grande Corridor alignment

•

Blake Avenue alignment

•

Pitkin Avenue alignment

•

Cooper/Colorado Avenues one-way couplet alignment
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Figure 7. BRT Alignment Alternatives through Downtown

With the exception of the Rio Grande Trail corridor, the other four street alignments would impact
on-street parking if curb space was repurposed for bus-only lanes, queue jump lanes or in-line
stations. Table 3 summarizes the sum of parking supply and average occupancy along the four onstreet corridors through downtown initially considered for BRT. Along all of the corridors, parking
occupancy was higher on Friday than Thursday, thus Table 3 shows the parking occupancy data for
Friday. Please note that this data is from winter 2020 counts. Parking occupancy is likely to be higher
in the summer, particularly north of 9th Street.
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Table 3. Winter On-Street Parking Supply and Average Occupancy along Downtown
Corridors.
Corridor
Grand Ave
Cooper/ Colorado Ave
Pitkin Ave
Blake Street

On-Street
Supply
140
1401
161
200

Friday
5 AM
14%
37%
42%
35%

Friday
9 AM
18%
48%
51%
29%

Friday
4 PM
33%
53%
37%
39%

Friday
7 PM
37%
63%
57%
43%

1 Supply on Cooper/Colorado couplet represents one side of the street on each corridor.

Friday
Avg.
25%
50%
47%
36%

Thurs
Avg.
19%
49%
41%
35%

Table 3 shows that of the four on-street alternatives, Grand Avenue has the lowest parking supply
and lowest average parking occupancy at all times of the day (the average occupancy is about half
the Pitkin Ave and Cooper/Colorado Ave corridors). While the specific designs and impacts to
parking may vary by corridor and other considerations are important, purely from a parking supply
and occupancy lens, a BRT alignment along Grand Avenue would have the least impact to on-street
parking of the four on-street alternatives.
Grand Avenue Alignment Analysis and Implications
Of the four on-street BRT alignment options originally considered, only the Grand Avenue
alignment was carried forward for further evaluation. One of the options being considered would
repurpose the parking lane on Grand Avenue for a bus-only lane, potentially just during the peak
period in the peak direction. This would be southbound in the morning peak and northbound in
the afternoon peak. When accounting for the length of Grand Avenue from 8th Street to 13th Street
on both sides of the street the average parking occupancy never exceeded 37% in the winter
observations. Based on data described at the end of this memo, it is possible that summer parking
could be 50% to 100% higher than the winter, particularly at the north end of the corridor during
peak demand.
A more detailed analysis of parking occupancy at each block, during the morning and afternoon
peaks in the winter is illustrated in Figure 8. This shows that parking occupancy is only high (>60%)
on two blocks of Grand Avenue:
•

Between 8th Street and 9th Street (west and east side) in the afternoon and evening

•

In front of the Glenwood Springs Hostel (west side of 1000 Block of Grand Avenue)
during all time periods

Parking occupancy at all other locations on Grand Avenue is generally low, typically below 20% in
the winter. While summer parking demand is higher, and the impact of removing parking is
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expected to be greater in the summer, removing on-street parking on these blocks is still expected
to have minimal impact on these blocks. Between 8th Street and 9th Street, the on-street spaces
were observed over 50% occupied at 4 PM and over 75% occupied at 7 PM on Friday in the winter,
however occupancy was below 40% at 9 AM. Thus, removing parking just during the morning
commute would likely have minimal impact on this block as well. Conversely, removing parking on
this block during the afternoon peak period would have a greater impact on parking.

Figure 8. Grand Avenue Parking Occupancy on Friday in Winter

Recommendations for Managing a Parking/Bus Lane on Grand Avenue
If the City of Glenwood Springs and RFTA were to implement a peak period, peak direction, busonly lane in the parking lane on Grand Avenue downtown, with on-street parking available at all
other times, the following actions are recommended to ensure bus operations are not impacted:
•

Advance Communication Prior to Implementation. Changes to parking operations on
Grand Avenue should be clearly communicated to downtown businesses and residents
prior to implementation. In addition, citywide public service announcements should be
made.

•

Clear and Visible Signage. Proper signage on every block should be in place, indicating
the times when parking is not allowed as well as the penalty, such as: Violators Will be
Towed.
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•

Allow Time for Driver Adjustment. During the first month or two following
implementation, the City should show compassion to drivers who will be getting used to
the change. Consider a grace period when only warnings will be issued to allow time for
the public to adjust.

•

Have a Towing Plan. Ultimately, the City will need to have a towing plan in place
following the grace period. This will ensure the bus lane is not blocked (and thus
ineffective) and the bus lane will need to be monitored on regular basis, likely twice daily
at least at first. Based on experience with a similar situation in Aspen, towing is likely to
be relatively common at first and then much less frequent as people adjust to the change.
Allowing a grace period should help to minimize the need for towing as well.

BRT Impact to Parking Demand Downtown
From an operational perspective, extending the BRT downtown may increase parking demand
downtown from transit riders who access the BRT by driving and parking downtown. Downtown
transit centers are not ideal locations for Park & Rides. In fact, one of the major benefits of a
downtown transit center is its ability to increase non-driving access to downtown. Additionally, the
land values downtown are typically the highest in the city and storing vehicles for people who are
going to other destinations outside downtown is a highly inefficient use of that land.
Both the City of Glenwood Springs and RFTA are looking for ways to discourage transit riders from
parking downtown as part of this project. At the same time, the City of Glenwood Springs is also
hoping to mitigate the number of people driving through downtown Glenwood Springs to access
the BRT via the 27th Street South Glenwood Station.
To achieve both outcomes with the BRT extension into downtown, the following strategies to
manage parking and transit operations are recommended.
•

Eliminate Free All-Day Parking in the Downtown Core - Transit riders that want to
access the bus via driving and parking will look for free all-day parking close to a bus stop
(typically within a five-minute walk). Time restricted parking (such as 2-hour Parking) will
not be an option for transit riders. However, most downtown streets south of 9th Street
currently have unrestricted on-street parking, and three public lots downtown offer free
all-day parking. These include the 7th Street lot, the Cooper Avenue lot, and the City
Parking Garage. It is recommended that in concert with the BRT extension into
downtown, all publicly available parking within a five (and potentially ten) minute walk of
the downtown transit center or station be converted to paid parking or time-restricted
parking. Strategic exceptions can be made through a permit program for residents
(similar to the existing program).
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•

Connect the BRT to the West Glenwood Park & Ride – Some BRT demand will be
generated by people originating in West Glenwood and other communities to the west
(such as New Castle, Silt, and Rifle). To provide those transit patrons a convenient option
to park and take the BRT without driving through downtown Glenwood Springs or being
tempted to park, the BRT should also be extended to the West Glenwood Park & Ride
where it can intercept drivers from the west side of Glenwood Springs. There is currently
excess capacity at this lot (and space to add parking in the future if needed), and parking
demand will likely increase with more frequent BRT service than is offered today.

•

Provide Convenient Bicycle and Pedestrian Access to the BRT – Investments to reduce
barriers and increase convenience of pedestrian and bicycle access to BRT stations will
provide better alternatives to driving and parking. Investments should target enhancing
the pedestrian environment along key pedestrian corridors, improving pedestrian
crossings of major streets, eliminating bike network gaps, providing low-stress bike
connections between the BRT and multiuse trails (including the Rio Grande and LOVA
Trails), and providing bike parking adjacent to BRT stations. A well-planned local bike
share program would also increase access and modal choice to downtown.

•

Provide Convenient Connections to Local Transit – The route structure and schedule of
local transit in Glenwood Springs should be designed in part to act as a feeder service to
regional transit, in particular the BRT. This will provide convenient options for more
people to access the BRT without the need to drive and park. To be effective in this
regard, local routes should be designed to provide direct service from high activity nodes
and neighborhoods of Glenwood Springs to BRT stations. Service should also be frequent
(every 15 minutes or less) or timed to connect to the BRT.

City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
MOVE Study – Parking Analysis and Findings
Managed Parking Program Recommendations for City Council
Summary:
The MOVE Study Parking Analysis and Findings lays out a common sense, deliberative
roadmap for a vastly improved downtown experience. The Transportation Commission encourages
the City to implement its recommendations with all haste. Its recommendations, once
implemented, promise to improve traffic circulation downtown for tourists and residents alike,
improve parking conditions in the downtown shopping district and adjacent downtown
neighborhoods, reduce downtown congestion, all while generating substantial income for transit
improvements and TDM measures which will improve quality of life along Grand Avenue and in the
City, generally.
Improvements to parking enforcement hours and technology, an expanded residential
permit system, and the adoption, funding and implementation of paid parking of some form in the
next few years should be a top priority for the City. Monies invested its implementation will be well
spent, resulting in increased revenue sufficient to cover its startup costs and fund future
transportation and parking improvements almost immediately.
Background:
The MOVE Study was a large-scale “big picture” survey of transit / transportation issues
facing Glenwood Springs paid for partly by the City of Glenwood Springs and partly by RFTA.
Conducted over the course of 2019 to 2021, it examined topics as diverse as transit alignment and
improvements, parking recommendations, vehicle flow / traffic routing recommendations, bicycle
route improvements, and more. Portions of the Study are being released as they are being finalized
and completed.
The MOVE Study Parking Analysis and Findings Memo (the “Memo”) looks at parking
patterns, trends, seasonal variations and needs for the entire downtown area. It makes

recommendations for enforcement improvements and enhancements in each of the downtown
parking enforcement zones. It suggests improvements and streamlining of those zones, as well as
recommending the purchase and roll out technology-based enhancements to enforcement
mechanisms and neighborhood parking permitting systems to accompany its paid parking
suggestions.
Importantly, the Memo points out the following:
-

Parking issues and overcrowding are at their worst on the weekends and evenings, but
there are currently no parking enforcement officers working on weekends and evenings.
Memo, p. 33.

-

Parking issues and overcrowding are exacerbated in the City’s free surface lots
surrounding downtown and at RFTA’s 27th Street Park and Ride lot, but there are
currently no parking enforcement officers conducting enforcement in those lots. Memo
pp. 4 & 20-23.

-

Parking enforcement officers are using chalk and paper tickets for enforcement, and the
City’s neighborhood parking permit systems are woefully antiquated. Technology exists
to dramatically improve efficiency and revenue collection and neighborhood permitting
that could provide immediate improvements and results. Memo, pp. 4 & 33.

The Commission also notes that the efforts already undertaken by the City of Aspen in this
field provide a nearby model for implementation that could provide a seamless experience for
tourists, and greatly reduced implementation costs for Glenwood. Aspen already has a parking
model that encourages downtown turnover to the delight of its businesses and tourists, while also
encouraging bike and transit use and providing revenue for the City, and Aspen has already tested
and implemented technologies that work. This resource should be utilized.
Recommendations:
A paid parking plan will take some time to develop and implement. In 2021 and 2022, the
Commission recommends that the City take basic foundational steps to ensure smooth future
implementation and success:
(1) Create a global parking budget and direct the hiring of a “Parking Planning and
Enforcement Lead” (“Planning Lead”) to develop and run the parking program and
supervise all parking enforcement operations. Direct that parking enforcement
personnel be consolidated under this individual’s direct oversight and control, and for
parking enforcement and residential permit distribution and sales revenue be directed
toward Parking, Transit and TDM funding.
(2) Direct the hiring of an additional parking enforcement officer to allow expanded
enforcement hours and areas. Per the Memo, enforcement areas should include
surrounding downtown neighborhoods, all City parking lots, and City streets

surrounding the RFTA parking lot at 27th street. Critically, enforcement should take place
not only on weekdays but also on weekends and evenings, with increased enforcement
in summer and less in winter.
(3) Move away from paper tickets and chalk, by budgeting for the purchasing of
technology-based enforcement tools to improve efficiency and revenue collection, and
(4) Budget for the Parking Lead to research, purchase and implement technology-based
neighborhood parking permit registration solutions similar to those in place in Aspen, so
that when paid parking is implemented, the surrounding neighborhoods already have a
technology based, functioning permitting solution in place and in practice before paid
parking is implemented.

Transit Recommendations and Observations (flowing from RFTA answers to questions)
Priority 1: RFTA takeover of Ride GWS route to West Glenwood (over 6 & 24) to serve a higher
population of residents, with better service, at substantial savings for the City.
-

Service options would increase for GWS residents, overall, by connecting all of West
Glenwood residents directly to the RFTA ticketing / bus pass system, for a longer
service period (daily time of operation), with same / similar bus frequency.
o Diminished disabled access needs to be worked out, but reduction of service
options for disabled in the short term is outweighed by benefits to service
pool overall.
o Diminished service consistency needs to be worked out, but reduction of
service consistency in the short term is outweighed by benefits to service
pool overall,
 exp. since service consistency should be greatest at the beginning of
the day with Local buses originating at West GWS PNR (beginning of
southbound commute for most riders).
Local

Ride GWS

Total Stops

8

13

Unique Stops

0

12

not served by any other service

Redundant stops

4

4

served by both

Daily frequency

30 min

30 min

Daily buses

39

27

Hours

4am to 11pm

6am to 7pm

(From intersection of 14th and Grand to west GWS PNR)

Local provides better service,
but to fewer stops and fewer people

Remaining frequency
BRT

>15 min

No coverage 7 am to 2 pm

Hogback

Hourly

4 pm to 11 pm

Remaining buses
BRT

28

Hogback

9

Remaining hours
BRT

4 to 7, 2 to 4

Hogback

6 to 9:30, 5 to 7

Solutions
Run local on 6 & 24 with no service changes for increased/integrated RFTA service for many more GWS residents
Extend BRT service to West Glenwood PNR all day OR run “GWS shuttle” on old Local route during gap times only
Temporarily retire one Ride GWS bus pending reimagining tourist circulator to include western hotels

Priority 2: BRT extension to West Glenwood.
-

Has the potential to intercept most riders arriving from I70 incoming form both
directions.
Would result in basically no diminution of service for riders along the existing BRT
route assuming BRT stopped at all stops.
If BRT did not stop at all local GWS stops along its route at peak times, still, running a
single Ride GWS bus to cover GWS stops along current Local route between West
GWS PNR and 27th Street would only require 1 bus, halving costs.
o If this is used, service should be free to maximize steep of loading and use
o Savings (i.e., running only 1 bus during a shortened period of each day) could
be used to develop free, seasonal tourist-focused circulators for West
Glenwood and North Glenwood hotels during summer months
 Funds to come from Tourism promotion as well as bus tax

Priority 3: Bus signal priority and stoplight optimization is a priority as soon as downtown
vehicle alignment analysis complete, together with possible signal installation at Midland and
Wolfsohn.
Priority 4: City and RFT need to communicate and plan for BRT stop at South Bridge.
Alleviates significant parking pressure at 27th street.

City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
RFTA / “Ride Glenwood Springs” Coordination Recommendations
for the 2022 Transit Tax Budget
Summary:
The 2018 Ride Glenwood Springs Transit Operations Plan (“Transit Plan”) listed as a key
objective that Ride GWS “streamline … operations and promote full integration into and
synchronizations with RFTA services.” The Transit Plan envisioned that the transition to RFTA
realigning its Valley Local service to serve North Glenwood via the 6 & 24 corridor would take place
by the first quarter of 2020.
However, Council’s recent “Strategic Vision 2020-2025” indicated that “Ride Glenwood
Restructuring and Rebranding” was an extremely low priority – below opening Blake Gate, the
LOVA trail, and improving the 6& 24 bicycle path. The Commission respectfully disagrees with this
prioritization, which is inconsistent with the 2018 Transit Plan. Instead, the Commission
recommends the RFTA takeover of the Ride GWS is one of the most important transit priorities
facing the City, with the greatest potential for service improvements, and capacity to refocus up to
or more than $1,000,000 of annual transit tax monies to fund TDM programs.
Background:
The Ride GWS service is paid for by the City, but run by RFTA. It consists of two dedicated
mid-size buses running a fixed route that is entirely redundant to RFTA’s service offerings for 50% of
its route. Both Ride GWS and the RFTA Valley Local buses run in 30 minute intervals, but Ride GWS
operates for fewer hours each day, on a fare structure that is separate from RFTA’s. This means bus
stations served only by Ride GWS have fewer buses, daily, than RFTA bus stations, and Ride GWS
riders must transfer into the RFTA bus system on every ride if they wish to gain any benefit from the
RFTA BRT commuter system.
Previous years’ efforts to convert Ride GWS to a Transit-on-Demand service stalled due to
(1) prohibitive startup costs and (2) Covid difficulties. Previous years’ discussions about RFTA re-

routing its Valley Local service to cover the Ride GWS route along 6 & 24 have been delayed, with
monies previously dedicated for such a conversion diverted in 2021 to partially fund the 27th Street
underpass. The problem is that this conversion delay is costing the City money, tying up bus tax
revenues to fund a relatively redundant service, and denying West Glenwood residents and visitors
along 6 & 24 the benefits of extended service hours and direct integration into RFTA’s transit
system.
RFTA has recently informed the Commission that it remains committed to taking over the
Ride GWS 6 & 24 route AND to extending the BRT service from 27th street to the West Glenwood
Park and Ride lot on Wulfsohn. The Ride GWS stations along 6 & 24 (especially at the Mall) are
some of the busiest stations in the City, but they are cut-off from easy RFTA BRT access by
operating at different hours than other RFTA services, and by virtue of their organization around a
distinct, non-integrated fare system.
The Transportation Commission recommends Council prioritize having RFTA direct Valley
Local service supplement the entirety of the Ride GWS route along 6 & 24, by heading north out of
downtown, across the Grand Avenue bridge, rather than turning at 9th street. This service
realignment will mean RFTA buses serve many more stations and many more City residents than
along their current, redundant route through the Meadows. This will provide the City an
opportunity to explore decommissioning one of the Ride GWS buses, either entirely or at certain
times of day, once the RFTA service is supplementing the Ride GWS service along 6 & 24.
In the future, a possible permanent decommissioning of one of the Ride GWS buses,
operationally, could free up a portion of the City’s bus tax revenue for use in operating a reimagined
fleet of smaller transit vehicles to better serve the City’s neighborhoods and tourist facilities,
enhancing the City’s TDM portfolio.
Commission Transit Program Recommendations for 2021-22:
The Transportation Commission recommends to Council as follows:
-

Commit funds in 2022 to upgrade all Ride GWS bus stations to a minimum level of
quality in the first half of 2022, consistent with or better than RFTA standards, at a
minimum to include lighting, RRFB crosswalks (where warranted) and bike facilities at all
stops. (See 2018 Transit Plan, p. 13).

-

Work with RFTA to re-direct its Valley Local buses to continue north over the Grand
Avenue Bridge to supplement Ride GWS’s existing service on Highway 6 & 24 as soon as
possible. (See 2018 Transit Plan, p. 39 (“Preferred Option 3”)).

-

Direct the Transit Lead to prioritize (1) rate integration, to ensure the Ride GWS rate
structure matches the RFTA Valley Local rate structure, and (2) conducting an ongoing
analysis of resulting service options for North Glenwood Residents, with an eye toward
the eventual decommissioning of a Ride GWS bus during certain times of the day or
altogether, so that cost savings can be preserved for future TDM purposes.

Bicycle-Pedestrian Subcommittee

recommendations to Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
transportation capital project rankings for 2022 budget
May 12, 2021

Context and background
The Bicycle-Pedestrian Subcommittee has reviewed a combination of sources
in compiling these recommendations, including:
• projects (and rankings) on the current-year capital projects lists;
• projects on current-year lists that have been completed or are
nearing completion;
• projects listed (and initially ranked) in city’s Long Range
Transportation Plan 2015-2025 (LRTP);
• suggested new projects; and
• evolving timelines, funding sources, and opportunities.
The recommended ranking for capital projects assumes continued, separate
cooperative consultation with city staff on maintenance and repair of existing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities. That is, highlighted improvements remain
priorities, even if not included on the capital lists.

The subcommittee notes that most of the unfinished projects included on the
original LRTP project lists relate primarily to bicycle and/or pedestrian features.
Transportation demand management
Coincidentally, the city’s renewed interest in TDM is likely to rely, in large
part, on improved connectivity and safety for bicycle and pedestrian travel (along
with improved transit services, flexible work schedules, employer incentives, et al).

Cost estimates increasingly important
A key component to ranking, funding, and implementing capital projects is
the inclusion of updated cost estimates for each project. The subcommittee
recommends that the Transportation Commission assist with research resulting in
notation of at least a cost range for each ranked project before final publication.
Smaller-cost small projects
Related, the subcommittee notes that the small capital projects list includes
some relatively inexpensive, easier-to-implement projects, and suggests that those
projects be highlighted in some fashion to avoid being overshadowed by much more
expensive “small” projects.

Recommended project rankings for 2022 budget year
Large projects (over $1 million)

2

(assumes city council will move South Bridge to ranking #1)
#2 –
Street reconstruction/renovation, including:
- refined bicycle-pedestrian connectivity and safety improvements
- reconfigure 6th/Laurel intersection for improved bicycle-pedestrian
convenience and safety ($------)
#3 – 6&24 bicycle path Linden to Donegan, full reconstruction
($900,000)
#4 – 6&24 bicycle-pedestrian path Donegan to Mel Ray, reconstruction
($2 million)
#5 - Devereux bicycle-pedestrian bridge connection to 6&24, Two
Rivers Plaza ($600,000)
6th

(Others noted, not ranked – Devereux/Centennial sidewalks; 23rd/Grand
reconfigure; 12th ditch path reconstruct)

Small projects (under $1 million)

#1 – 8th Street bicycle-pedestrian improvements east of Roaring Fork
River bridge ($------), including:
- install rapid flashing beacon 8th crossing at 7th
- install full-width multi-use path north side of 8th
#2 – 8th/Midland improved connectivity and safety ($------), including:
- widen West Midland path Overlin to existing full-width path
- separate east-side sidewalk/path from motor traffic
- constrain or eliminate merge lane
#3 – 6&24 bicycle path, interim drainage improvements ($------)
#4 or 5 – 10th Street safe-route-to-school improvements ($------),
including:
- constructed crosswalk bulb-outs 10th/Pitkin & 10th/Colorado
- warning signs and lights
- bicycle lanes along 10th
- restrict car parking near 10th/Pitkin intersection (sight distance)
#5 or 4 – Rapid flashing beacons ($15,000 each), including:
1 – Exit 114 west-bound off-ramp
2 – 8th & 7th (see above)
3 – bus-stops crossings 6&24 at Soccer Field and CR135
4 – West Midland path crossing Wulfsohn
#6 – Implement downtown-core way-finding plan ($------)

(Others noted, not ranked – Blake Avenue sidewalks 23rd to 27th; LoVa Trail
city segment; Donegan Road bicycle lanes Soccer Field to Mitchell Creek; Coach
Miller sidewalk; Soccer Field/6&24 intersection reconfigure)

City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
2015-2035 Long Range Transportation Plan
2021 Annual Update and Recommendations
Summary and Background:
The 2015-2035 Long Range Transportation Plan for the City of Glenwood Springs (“LRTP”)
calls for the Transportation Commission to provide the City Council an annual update on its
implementation progress, and recommendations for improvements vis a vis emerging priorities and
developing programs, every year. (See LRTP Exec. Summ. p. 1-1)
For 2021, with the impending conclusion of the MOVE Study (a comprehensive
transportation study funded both by the City and RFTA), many recommendations as to emerging
priorities and programs are coming on-line, even as this annual report is being developed and given.
In the coming months, the Council should expect a number of significant recommendations from
the Commission related to transit routing and service optimizations, parking enforcement and
policy recommendations, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure recommendations, vehicle / traffic
routing recommendations, and more.
In the Spring of 2021, the Commission recommended that the City’s Transit Program and
Development Lead begin a comprehensive Traffic Demand Management (TDM) program initiative,
to propose, develop and implement innovative ways to decrease traffic and congestion within the
City by use of methods that do not depend on, e.g., more construction, road widening, and
engaging in a paradigm that simply accepts there will always be more cars. As these new TDM
suggestions come on-line, the Transportation Commission expects to be making recommendations
related to these efforts as well.
Altogether, 2021 and 2022 are expected to be exciting and dynamic years with great
opportunities for improving transportation strategies in Glenwood Springs. The Transportation
Commission looks forward to working with Council by providing recommendations and support for
innovative programs that promise to improve the quality of life in our City for both residents and
tourists alike.

Progress Summary
The LRTP Identified a total of fifty-one (51) ranked and unranked construction projects to
improve transportation connectivity in the City, in seven categories. In the intervening years, the
Transportation Commission has added several more. The City’s present progress toward completing
the projects, but category, is as follows:
On-Street Bike Facilities:
Bike/Ped On- and Off Street:
Bike/Ped Shared Use Path:
Pedestrian Sidewalk:
Intersection Improvements:
Bike / Ped Bridge:
Bridge / Infrastructure:
Multi Improvement
Total

2015 List
13
2
11
4
14
1
5
1
51

Added Since
4
5
5
0
6
0
0
4
24

Completed
2
1
2
0
4
1
1
2
13

% Complete
12%
14%
12%
0%
20%
100%
20%
40%
17%

(These figures include improvements presently under construction, e.g., as part of the South
Midland expansion project currently on going).
Recommendations
Attached to this Summary are a series of excel spreadsheets that comprise:
(1) the original 2015 designated LRTP priority projects, with their original 2015 categories,
rankings and current status (with regard to completion).
(2) new projects since recommended by the Commission from 2015 to the present, along
with their current status (with regard to completion), and
(3) the Commission’s present (2021) recommended ranking for each project.
In the years from 2015 to the present, for purposes of (among other things) identifying
grant opportunities, the LRTP project list has been divided into projects that are (a) expected to cost
over $1 million to complete (“Large Projects”), (b) between $50,000 to $999,000 to complete
(“Small Projects”) and (new for 2021) (c) less than $50,000 to complete (“Mini Projects”). At the
request of Public Works, the Commission is also including a new sheet to keep track of maintenance
issues noted by the Commission, for the Public Work Director’s convenience reference.
Also new for 2021, the Commission has identified various “Programs” it suggests the Council
fund, to accomplish improved quality of life for residents and tourist visitors. Program components
are identified, along with the source of each proposed Program, together with each’s estimated
budget requirements (developed in coordination with staff, along with the Commission’s
recommendations for prioritizing each.

"Large" Project List - over $1,000,000
Type

2015 Rank 2018 Rank 2019 Rank 2020 Rank

Multi Modal
Improvement

1

Bike / Ped On& Off- Street
Improvement

1

Project / Improvement

Status

Anticipated Design
Completion Date

Anticipated
Constuction Start
Date

Anticipated Cost

Staff Identified Possible
Funding Sources

Staff Comments

X

X

8th Street Extension

n/a

4

3

8th Street Improvements - East side of bridge to School
St: widening- 2 lanes plus center median plus 2-10' wide
sidewalks

Construction to start with Confluence
development

Unknown

Unknown

$3.5 million

City bond funds. Also on
the Federal stimulus list

Bridge and
Multi Modal

2

2

1

South Bridge

Design in Progress, 30% review April
27th, 2020. 60% review 9/21.
Construction start by 2023

Dec-20

2023

$49 million

Garfield Co., A&I, potential EA finalized in August 2020. A&I bonding measure passed in
agreement with State. On a 2017. 2020 = Seeking partnerships and identifying funding
Federal stimulus list
sources.

Multi Modal
Improvement

n/a

1

X

Midland Ave. - 27th St. to Four Mile Rd. - road
widening and complete rebuild - incl. sidewalk,
improved drainage and widening.

Multi Modal
Improvement

n/a

2

Intersection
Improvement

n/a

3

Bike / Ped
Bridge

4

X

X

15th Street - Roaring Fork Bike / Ped Bridge

Completed 2018

Bridge and
Multi Modal

5

X

X

Sunlight Bridge Replacement

Completed 2019

On Street
Bike Facilities

6

NR

3

Midland Ave - on-street bike facilities, 8th - 27th street,
(incuding road widening)

On Street
Bike Facilities

39, 43

1

X

Midland Ave - on-street bike facilities, 27th street Four Mile Road, incuding road widening

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

3. 45

X

X

Midland Ave - on-street bike facilities, I-70 to 8th
street, seperated bike / ped path and bridges

Completed 2019

On Street
Bike Facilities

21

3

2

6th Street - Reconstruction and reconfiguration to
include on-street bicycle facilities

Design has been shifted out at the
direction of the DDA to allow for funds
for virus relief

Not Scheduled

Unknown

2 M reserved in A&I bond
for construction

6th Street Master Plan adopted 2017. Interim improvements
2018.

Lova Trail - current end of trail near WW treatment
plant to South Canyon

Overall design mostly complete (75%).
Currently working with CDOT for
Permitting and final plan completion for a
700' section from current west end

Oct-20

Spring of 2021

Total Trail: $20 million
Funded Section: $1.8
million. Added to a Federal
stimulus funding list

Already Funded: GOCO,
FMLD/TNC/COGS Potential
Funding: GOCO, FLAP
(2024)

COGS and New Castle have received funding for 30% design; no $
yet identified for construction, Currently working with CDOT for
Permitting and final plan completion for a 700' section from
current west end

Unknown

Not Scheduled

$1,934,000 LRTP-

GOCO? FMLD?

End of 2020

2021

$9 M

4 M -RFTA, 1 M-MMOF,
1M, TAP, 1M, CDOT.

21

11

NR

2021 Rank
Proposed

NR

6

Grand Ave. Bus Stop Improvements - Design / Build
Pull-Off Bus Stops for all four in-line stops along Grand
Ave.
Grand Ave. Traffic Signal Improvements - Implement
Traffic Signal Upgrades / Optimizations with Bus Signal
Prioritization capabilities on Grand Ave. and Grand Ave.
Bridge

Completed 2019

in progress 2021 - to be completed
2022 as part of Midland rebuild

pending MOVE study vehicle circulation
recommendations

Unknown
in progress 2021 - to be completed
2022 as part of Midland rebuild

2021?

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

27

15

7

5

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

7

9

8

7

2

Hwy 6 Corridor shared use path - Mel Ray to Donegan,
full construction

Intersection
Improvement

25

12

9

8

2

27th St. and SH 82 - Grade separated crossing

Bridge and
Multi Modal

10

13

10

NR

3

14th Street Multi-modal bridge

City acquired ROW in 2017. No design or
construction work is currently budgeted.

$7,568,100 (LRTP estimate)

Devereux Rd Multi-modal bridge

Amec and Benesch evaluated multiple
alignments. Costs range from 20-30M,
10% design/case study completed in 2019

$23,094,800 LRTP 10%
design/Case study: $60k
Estimated Construction
Cost (C. River): $20-30
million

Bridge and
Multi Modal

20

8

NR

NR

Design proceeding

Unknown

Not Scheduled

Project identified in the 2010 SH 82 Corridor Optimization Plan

Bridge and
Multi Modal

38

Bike / Ped On& Off- Street
Improvement

23

Roaring Fork Multi-modal bridge - Mt. Sopris Dr. to CR 154

X

X

Enhance Connection: Two Rivers Park to Canyon Trail

Completed 2017 with Grand Ave.
bridge

Intersection
Improvement

32

19

NR

NR

12th St. Ditch undercrossing, full const.

Intersection
Improvement

36, 42

20

NR

NR

23rd St. and SH-82 intersection improvements / grade
separated crossing

Intersection
Improvement

46

24

NR

Intersection
Improvement

30

18

NR

Intersection
Improvement

47

On Street
Bike Facilities

18

On Street
Bike Facilities

34

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

35

Intersection
Improvement

17

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

40

Unknown

Not Scheduled

$1,738,900 LRTP
(Unknown)

Improvements for the ditch trail

Being evaluated in the MOVE study

Not Scheduled

Unknown

Grade separation for 23rd

10th St. and SH-82 Grade separated crossing (formerly
9th St. - reconfigured as part of "Safe Route to Schools"
project
14th St. and SH-82 Grade separated crossing - GSHS
(formerly 15th St.)

NR

Unknown

Midland Ave. and Devereux Rd. grade separated
crossing (Water Park)
X

X

Donegan Rd. - Mel Ray to Hwy 6 & 24 - on-street bike
facilities, incuding road widening

Completed 2017

Four Mile Rd. - on-street bike facilities, incuding road
widening
8

NR

X

NR

NR

Colorado River shared use path (Rivertrail segment)

NR

NR

X

27th St. and S. Grand Ave. Improvements
Atkinson Trail to Rio Grande Trail over new "22nd St."
Bridge

Unknown - Could persue
SRTS/HSIP with CDOT

Not Scheduled

Roundabout completed 2020

Not Scheduled

$4,638,900 LRTP
(Unknown)

Grade separation for HS

"Small" Project List - $50,000 to $999,000
Type
Bike / Ped
On- & OffStreet
Improveme
Bike / Ped
On- & OffStreet
Improveme
Multi Modal
Improvemen
t

2021 Rank
Proposed

Project / Improvement

1

1

8th St. Interim improvements - Defiance to 7th
St. - Construct a 3' wide paved path on the north
side

4

2

Citywide Wayfinding: Bicycle routes and paths,
prioritize and schedule.

3

Bus Stop Improvements - Install lighting and
baseline amenities at all GWS bus stops along
Grand Ave. and Hwy. 6 & 24.

2015 Rank 2018 Rank 2019 Rank 2020 Rank

n/a

n/a

8

3

n/a

Status

Anticipated Design
Completion Date

Anticipated Constuction Start Date

Anticipated Cost

24

24

12

Pedestrian
Sidewalk

12

10

6

7

Blake Ave sidewalk improvements

Not Scheduled

Not Scheduled

$147,600 LRTP

Pedestrian
Sidewalk

41

10

6

8

Coach Miller Dr sidewalk improvements

Not Scheduled

Not Scheduled

$511,900 LRTP

n/a

10

6

9

Coach Miller Dr. parking

Planned for 2020 -Waiting for
approval from RFTA

Summer 2020

15

4

7

10

South Blake Ave. - sidewalk improvements
and bike facilities

Opening of Blake Gate to coincide
with Bell Rippy development - Blake
improvements are City responsibility
and are not scheduled

Not Scheduled

n/a

14

8

11

Donegan Rd sidewalk and bike lanes - Soccer
Field Rd to Mitchell Creek

Currently GarCo - To be annexed
and SW installed with development.

2021?

School St. sidewalk improvements

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

28

16

9

12

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

44

23

11

13

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

n/a

8

NR

NR

3

Devereux Rd to Midland Bike / Ped connection - Easement dedicated through IMHSP.
pedestrian connection from Iron Mountain Hot
Path from Devereux to IMHS
planned to be constructed in 2020.
Springs to Midland Ave.

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

7

6

1

Hwy 6 Corridor shared use path - Donegan to
Linden, full construction

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

33

On Street
Bike
Facilities

n/a

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

n/a

Intersection
Improvemen
t
Intersection
Improvemen
t
Intersection
Improvemen
t

3

$483, 300 LRTP (Unknown)

Developer funded.

10

SH-82 shared use path to commercial
areas, Blake to Thrifty Thrills area

It's just sidewalk in the CDOT ROW

Unknown

Not Scheduled

Unknown

5M

We should include this in our new trail plan.

Design money taken to address
COVID 19 shortfall

2021?

Unknown

$900k

GCFMLD, DOLA,
CDOT grants

Design money taken to address COVID 19
shortfall

Partially designed by SGM
from Two Rivers Park
driveway to the existing
pedestrian bridge

Unknown

600k

Requested funding in
2020 from GCFMLD.
Was not granted.

Midland Ave - on-street bike facilities, 8th 27th street, (not. incuding road widening)

NR

1

Trail connection on the east side of Devereux,
from the pedestrian bridge connecting Two Rivers
Park to the Hwy 6 & 24 intersection

Route from hotels to Two Rivers Park

X

X

6th St. and Laurel - ped and bike improvements

Completed 2017 with Grand Ave.
bridge

22

X

X

RRFB Crossing - Midland Ave. at Four Mile Rd.

under construction as part of Midland
Ave rebuild

13

X

X

RRFB Crossing - Mt. Sopris Dr. at Midland Ave.

under construction as part of Midland
Ave rebuild

11

6

Not sure of project limits; LRTP does not specify;
could change to one pathway on S side rather
than BL on both sides and SW on one side
Completing this link would allow residents of Park
West area to safely access the trail network
without traveling on Midland Ave. Estimated cost
in 2015 LRTP $108k. Also included in Garfield
County Built Environment Needs assessment.

$107,700 LRTP

Atkinson Trail connection to Park East

NR

31

Considering advisory bike lane design for ped/bike
facility (Blake is only bike route in SH 82/Blake
corridor)

$454,000 LRTP

Rio Grande Trail Connection - 11th St.

21

Staff Comments

Working with Streets
Supervisor on sign
inventory, editing,
and placement

Signs that need to be installed. Linda
2020 - ongoing with new
is working with the street department
projects, e.g., 6th St, etc
on locations

Pedestrian
Sidewalk

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path
Bike / Ped
On- & OffStreet
Improveme
nt
Bike / Ped
On- & OffStreet
Improveme
nt

Staff Identified
Possible Funding
Sources

Multi Modal
Improvemen
t

n/a

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

26

8

Bike / Ped
On- & OffStreet
Improveme
nt

n/a

n/a

Intersection
Improvemen
t

n/a

3

n/a

Highway 82 HOV lanes - Explore establishing
dedicated, directional HOV / Transit lanes for
Highway 82 during peak hours through town.
27th St. Side Path - 10' wide attached shared-use
path from 27th Street to SH 82 / Rio Grande Trail

n/a

n/a

n/a

27th St. Connector from SH 82 to Atkinson Trail Necessitated by upcoming 27th Street Underpass
to RFTA Park and Ride on SH 82

n/a

8th St. and Midland Ave. Intersection
improvements - widen West Midland path
Overlin to existing full-width path, separate eastside sidewalk/path from motor traffic, constrain
or eliminate merge lane

3

Would like to include with the grade
separation improvements

Not Scheduled

$500,000

A&I, FMLD

Bike/ped "corridor" project would link RFTA grade sep
to new bridge to Atkinson Trail, LRTP plan specified
south side but with new Sunlight ped bridge on North
side these should be on the north side of 27th

"Micro" Project List - under $50,000
Type

2015 Rank 2018 Rank 2019 Rank 2020 Rank

On Street
Bike
Facilities

1

On Street
Bike
Facilities

16

7

6

On Street
Bike
Facilities

9, 19

7

On Street
Bike
Facilities

16

On Street
Bike
Facilities

2021 Rank
Proposed

Project / Improvement

Status

3

8th St. from Vogelaar Park to Blake St. - on-street
bicycle facilities - shared lane markings

3,4

3

Bike Boulevard through North GWS neighborhood (b/t
6th and Pine and 6th and Linden)

5

NR

4

7th St. from Midland Ave.to Blake St. - on-street bicycle
facilities - shared lane markings and RRFB's at all
crosswalks

11

6

3, 4

2

6th St. Reconstruction - Clarify/reconstruct bicycle/ped
crossing at Laurel

16

11

6

3, 4

2

6th St. Reconstruction - Olive to Laurel - on street
bicycle facilities - shared lane markings and signage

On Street
Bike
Facilities

16

11

6

3

2

6th St. Reconstruction - Pine Street reconsider/redesign shared lane markings and signage

On Street
Bike
Facilities

16

11

6

3

2

6th St. Reconstruction - Vapor Cave to Devereux - on
street bicycle facilities - shared lane markings and
signage

On Street
Bike
Facilities

n/a

30

14

NR

On Street
Bike
Facilities

(listed NR)

n/a

n/a

n/a

On Street
Bike
Facilities

(listed NR)

On Street
Bike
Facilities

(listed NR)

On Street
Bike
Facilities

(listed NR)

On Street
Bike
Facilities

n/a

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

n/a

n/a

2

3

3

12th St. Ditch undercrossing, temporary improvements Linda will work with Jake to see if SWAT can
incl. grading and/or surface, lighting, signage, curb cuts
build a few ramps, or other…
or grinding

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

37

17

5

6

X

Rio Grande Trail Connection - Coach Miller Drive / 14th St.

Completed 2021

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

29

17

5

6

X

Rio Grande Trail Connection - 10th St. / GSES

Completed 2021

Anticipated Design
Completion Date

Anticipated
Constuction
Start Date

Unknown

Unknown

Anticipated Cost

Staff Comments

Construction to start with Confluence
development

Design of bike improvements for bike
safety

Unknown

23rd St. from School St. to Blake Ave. - on street bicycle
facilities - shared lane markings and signage
3

Staff Identified Possible
Funding Sources

GCFMLD, DOLA, CDOT
grants

Links the Rio Grande and Atkinson Trails
to the Blake Avenue Bike Lanes

10th St. from School St. to Blake Ave. - on street bicycle
facilities - shared lane markings and signage, bulb outs,
warning lights, restricted car parking
Pitkin Ave. from 8th St. to 14th St. - on street bicycle
facilities - shared lane markings and signage

29

Creates a designated, cross-town route
from the new ped bridge to the Blake
Avenue Bike Lanes and CMC.

14th St. from Blake Ave. to Coach Miller Dr. - on street
bicycle facilities - shared lane markings and signage

13

Coach Miller Dr. from 14th St. to and along Park Drive. on street bicycle facilities - shared lane markings and
signage
South Blake Ave. - on street bicycle facilities - shared
lane markings and signage (temporary until $ available
for larger reconstruction)
Not Scheduled

Unknown

HSIP?

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

n/a

Intersection
Improvemen
t

n/a

Intersection
Improvemen
t

n/a

6

Intersection
Improvemen
t

11

Intersection
Improvemen
t

17

5

6

Rio Grande Trail Connection - 12th St.

Funded & scheduled

Summer 2020

2021

5

2

RRFB - I 70 Exit 114 Eastbound off-ramp

Analyze, clarify

Summer 2020

$15k

4

5

1

RRFB - 8th St @ 7th St. crosswalk

Not Scheduled

Not Scheduled

$15k

6

4

5

2

RRFB - Hwy 6 & 24 and Soccer Field Rd. - bus stop

Not scheduled

Not Scheduled

High priority of bicycling community; SRTS

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2

RRFB - Midland Ave and Wulfson Rd.

Not scheduled

Not Scheduled

High priority of bicycling community; SRTS

Intersection
Improvemen
t

14

6

4

5

2

RRFB - Hwy 6 & 24 and CR 135 - bus stop

Not scheduled

Not Scheduled

High priority of bicycling community; SRTS

Intersection
Improvemen
t

n/a

4

2

6th Street roundabout: improve bike/ped facilities
across Laurel

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

n/a

2

2

Highway 6 Bike Path - Install interim overlay, full length

Working with Street on resurfacing and trail
delineation

2020

On Street
Bike
Facilities

n/a

4

4

Blake Ave. bike lanes: 7th St. to N. Hyland Park Dr. Extend no-parking paint and separate Blake St. bike lane
from parking

9

1

High priority of bicycling community

"Micro" Project List - under $50,000
Type

First
Placed on
Completed
List

Project / Improvement

Issue

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

2021

2021

Rio Grande Trail Connection - Coach Miller Drive / 14th St.

Formed concrete crossing is good. Still missing are a) a paved connection to Coach Miller itself and b)
pavement or other means of keeping gravel/debris from tracking onto the trail at the adjacent truck
crossing.

On Street
Bike
Facilities

2021

2021

Rio Grande Trail Connection - GSES / 10th St.

Crumb asphalt spills and tracks onto the trail; the hazard created is less severe than the previously tracked
gravel, but still a nuisance.

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

2020

Highway 6 Bike Path - Add bollards to the trail intersection at
Traver Trail to prevent trucks from parking on the trail

Working with Street on resurfacing and trail delineation

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

2020

Highway 6 Bike Path - Complete filling cracks from west of
Traver Trail to Linden

Working with Street on resurfacing and trail delineation

Bike / Ped
Shared-use
Path

2020

Highway 6 Bike Path - Install temporary drainage or
diversion, path-flooding location

Working with Street on resurfacing and trail delineation

Program List
Type

2015 Rank

2021 Rank
Proposed

Project / Improvement

Status

Program

n/a

1

Parking Program - Establish Parking Enforcement and Development
Lead position to implement and develop MOVE Paid Parking
Recommendations / Program / Enforcement enhancements

strongly recommended by MOVE study

Expected to be profit generating after
initial startup costs

strongly recomemended by 2018
Transit Operations Plan, and RFTA has
confirmed willingness to move
forward.

Expected to save significant sums after
handoff og Local service is
accomplished

Program

n/a

2

Rebranding of Ride GWS - Handoff Hwy 6 & 24 service to RFTA to be
incoporated in a re-routed Valley Local sevice.

Program

n/a

3

Bike-Share Program - Establish a seasonal Bike Share program
focused on Tourist / Lodging areas in North Glenwood and Downtown

in development

Program

n/a

4

TDM Program Development - Continue to develop comprehensive
strategy for implementing, monitoring and evaluating a long-term
TDM program for Glenwood Springs

authorized by Council 2021 - ongoing.

5

Seasonal Tourist Tram Circulator Program - Purchase two electric
shuttles and begin running free, limited shuttle service along Highway
6 & 24 to downtown during peak summer hours on a trial basis,
funded by bus tax, grants, and advertising revenue

Program

n/a

Completion Date

Anticipated Cost

Possible Funding Sources

Comments

